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Summary
The thesis is a study of the zenith wet delay observed by the Sumatran GPS
Array. I focused on the southwest monsoon season, and conducted a thorough
analysis to identify the atmospheric processes that impact the water vapor
over the GPS network. The roles of the southwest monsoon and the dry air
intrusion are revealed. Furthermore, GPS devices also provide a rare chance to
directly observe the high-frequency variabilities of the water vapor. The
diurnal variability shows an interesting propagation. The coast reaches its
diurnal peak first, and then the adjacent sea follows. The semidiurnal
variability has a same phase with atmospheric tides. Atmospheric tides are the
periodic variation of the air mass, and their semidiurnal variability is strong.
Since water vapor is a component of the air mass, atmospheric tides can cause
the diurnal variability in GPS observations. In conclusion, the GPS technology is
proved to be a valid tool to study the in-depth atmospheric dynamics. With the
appropriate approach, the GPS observation can not only quantify the influence
of various atmospheric phenomena on the water vapor, but also provide
helpful guidance for the numerical simulation and the weather forecast.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 An introduction to GPS meteorology

1.1.1 Global Positioning System
GPS (Global Positioning System) is developed by the United States, and
managed by the Joint Program Office (Parkinson 1996). As a space-borne
positioning system with a global coverage, the GPS technology is widely used
in military and civilian fields. The principal of GPS is very simple. In order to
deduce the position of an unknown point, we can measure the distances from
the unknown point to several referential points whose pos itions are already
known. The position of the unknown point can then be calculated. For GPS
technology, several satellites work as the referential points whose positions
can be known by the knowledge of the orbits. The GPS receiving device on the
ground can then know its own position by measuring the distances to the GPS
satellites. Other countries have developed satellite navigational systems
similar to the GPS system. All the systems can ben genetically termed as Global
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS). In this thesis, the observational data come
from GPS rather than other GNSS systems, so I will use the specific term "GPS"
in the following parts.

Obviously, the GPS technology has great military potential. The first GPS
9
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satellite was launched in 1978, with the sponsorship of the United States
Department of Defense (Czerniak and Reilly 1998). Early versions could only
do 20 positioning, but soon GPS devices can be used for the height
measurement besides 20 positioning.

This technology proved its value in the

Gulf War, and helped the marching of the ground army in deserts (Anson and
Cummings 1991). In 1983, President Ronald Reagan opened the system for
civilian usage, as a response to the tragedy of Korean Air Lines Flight 007
(D'Roza and Bilchev 2003). In that event, the plane was shot down because it
mistakenly entered prohibited airspace of Soviet Union. In late 1990s, US
government stopped the selective availability, allowing the equivalent
accuracy for both military and civilian devices (Clinton and Clinton 2000).

The GPS technology then embraced a boom and quickly penetrated into daily
lives. The space-based service became an important aspect of the information
revolution. !Phone 3G started to install GPS receivers and provide positioning
function (Zandbergen, 2009). Electronic terminals such as tablets and laptops
followed the trend and included the GPS receiver as a basic component. The
spreading out of the hardware promoted the development of space-based
software such as Google Map (Goodchild 2007). The GPS technology is now the
foundation of positioning and navigation systems, and is also incorporated into
electronic games and social networks.

10
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The popularity of the technology can be attributed to several factors. The GPS
network has more than 30 satellites in the orbits and any receiver can capture
the signals from at least four satellites. As a result, a receiver can calculate its
position with reasonable accuracy at any point of the Earth. Furthermore, the
GPS system can work regardless of the weather. The frequencies of the GPS
signals are selected within the so-named "atmospheric window" (Kaufman
1989). The signals are able to pass through the atmosphere without being
absorbed. At last, the GPS receivers can be produced at a low cost, and do not
need any registration. On the other hand, the prosperity of the application
feeds the development of the GPS technology itself, closing a cycle of the
positive feedback.

The GPS technology has its own weakness in some scenarios, and needs the
help of other methods. Because of the reliance on the satellite signals, the GPS
receivers cannot work indoor. As such, the navigation system needs other
navigation systems to compensate when the vehicle is in the tunnel or the city
canyon. The odometer and the gyroscope form the secondary navigating
system for the vehicle. Another concern is the speed of the positioning. The
calculation of the position can take a while, so the GPS technology cannot fulfill
the requirement of some real-time demands. In such a case, a coarse solution

11
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can greatly shorten the calculation time. Mobile devices such as smart phones
usually make use Wi-Fi and cellular signals to get a rough position and then
quickly narrow down to the accurate position with the GPS information.

The scientific community pioneers the application of the GPS technology. In the
late 1980s, the GPS technology was experimented to study the tectonics. USGS
(U.S. Geological Survey) used the GPS technology to monitor the seismic
activities in California (Hudnut et al. 2001). GPS can provide the valuable
information of crustal movements. Besides the positioning function, GPS can
also observe the atmosphere. The capacities of GPS in observing the
atmosphere originate from the fact that GPS signals can interact with various
atmospheric components. For example, the GPS network can detect the
ionosphere disturbance by measuring the total electron content (TEC) in the
ionosphere (Ho et al. 1996). The GPS measurement of TEC has greatly
furthered solar-terrestrial studies and contributes to the forecast of space
weather (Jakowski et al. 2002). GPS satellites can also measure temperature,
pressure and water vapor profiles by the detection of the occultation of radio
signals (Wickert et al. 2001). GPS occultation has advanced the observation of
phenomena such as gravity waves (Tsuda et al. 2000), and is proven to be able
to improve the weather forecast (Huang et al. 2005).

12
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This thesis is concerned about the measurement of the water vapor in the
troposphere. The measurement of water vapor is an important aspect of the
GPS meteorology (Bevis et al. 1992). Accurate and frequent measurements of
the water vapor can help the in-depth exploration of atmospheric dynamics, as
I will show later.

1.1.2 Basics of GPS technology
As I have mentioned, the GPS receivers rely on the knowledge of the distances
to the GPS satellites. The basic idea can be easily understood in a simple case. If
the distance to a referential point is known to be d, the receiver can only be
located on the surface of a sphere with a radius of d. If we have three
referential points and know three distances respectively, then the location of
the receiver collapses to two points that are the interception points of the
sphere surfaces. I can write down the relationship in the algebraic form:
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Equation 1.1

In the equations, x, y, z are the coordinates of the receiver, while

Xsn• Y sn• Zsn

are the coordinates of the nth satellite. dn is the distance from the receiver to
the nth satellite. It is mathematically simple to solve the set of equations. By
knowing that the receiver is "below" the satellites, it is easy to identify only
13
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correct solution out of the two.

It is another issue of GPS to measure the distances. By analyzing the signal
from a satellite, the receiver can calculate the distance from the satellite
(Hofmann-Wellenhof et al. 2013). The satellite transmits sinusoidal waves,
which are called "carrier waves". The satellite broadcasts two carrier waves
with different frequencies. L1 wave has a frequency of 1575.42MHz, while L2
has a frequency of 1227.60MHz. Binary codes are loaded on the carrier waves.
The binary codes repeat themselves after certain bits. The receiver generates
its own binary code based on the equipped clock. By comparing two binary
codes, the receiver can know the transmitting time and the distance.

However, the method of binary code can only provide a coarse position. In
order to make accurate positioning as required by the scientific research, the
receiver can use another way to measure the distance. This method is based on
the phase of the carrier wave. By comparing the received carrier phase and the
receiver-generated phase, the receiver can track the change of the carrier
phase with time. After observing the carrier phase for some time, the receiver
is able to determine the distance from the satellite. The method of carrier
phase ca n achieve a precision of 1% of the wavelength (Xu 2007). However,
the observation must be accumulated for some time, so the method is not

14
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suitable for applications with high real-time requirements.

In the above introduction, we ignored some potential errors. Both methods are
based on the assumption that GPS signals pass through the atmosphere with
the speed of light in vacuum. They also assume that the clocks of the satellites
and the receivers are perfectly accurate. In real life, many sources can
introduce errors to the positioning. For example, the atmosphere can change
the speed of the signal, and the clocks could contain errors. We need to account
for the possible sources of errors as written in the following equation (Xu
2007):
A.<P = d - c(otr - ots)

+ ?tNi

- Oian

+ Ocropo + Otide + Omut + Oret + E,
Equation 1.2

where d is the dn in Equation 1.1, indicating the real distance from the
satellite to the receiver. <P is the carrier phase measured. ?t is the wavelength
of the GPS signal. c is the speed of light. Otr is the error the receiver's clock,
and ot5 is the error of the satellite's clock. Ni is the ambiguity number that
can be determined by the accumulation of GPS data. The other terms represent
the

necessary

corrections.

Oian

and

Otropo

are

the

ionosphere

and

troposphere effects. Ocide is the effect of the Earth tide and ocean loading tide.
Omul

arises due to the effect of multiple paths of the signal.

the effect of relativity.

E

Orel

accounts for

is the remaining error. I am mainly interested in the
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tropospheric delay.

1.1.3 Zenith wet delay
The tropospheric effect in Equation 1.2 can be split into a hydrostatic (dry) and
a wet delay component. The delay is measured as a distance that is equal to the
product of the time delay and the speed of light. In a simplified treatment, the
delays are taken as irrelevant with the horizontal direction. With a mapping
function, the time delays can be converted to the zenith direction. The
resultant delays are called the zenith hydrostatic delay (ZHD) and the zenith
wet delay (ZWD). ZHD is proportional to the surface pressure, and is relatively
stable. ZWD is mainly controlled by the precipitable water vapor (PWV), and is
much more volatile. The GPS data from the SuGAr network are processed to be
hourly with the procedure of Feng eta!. (2015).

According to Bevis et a!. (1992), ZWD can be converted to PWV with the
following equation:
ZWD
PWV

=e._= 10-6 (!:.1.. + k') R
K

Tm

2

p

Equation 1.3

V

In the above equation, p is the density of the water, and Rv is the specific gas
constant for water vapor. k 3 and k 2 ' are two constants. The quantity Tm is
called weighted "mean temperature" of the atmosphere, defined by
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Equation 1.4
Where Pv is the specific humidity, and T is the temperature.

PWV is a useful quantity in the meteorology. It measures the total water vapor
in the vertical air column. With the hydrostatic balance, PWV can be expressed
by the following integral in the pressure coordinate:

qv d p

PWV =

J,P surface
0

Psurface

is the surface pressure, and

Equation 1.5
qv

is the specific humidity. Since

low-level atmosphere contains the major part of the water vapor, so it
contributes more water vapor to PWV compared with high-level atmosphere.
However, the change of PWV does not necessarily happen in the low level. The
changing process is controlled by the moisture flux and the source and sink. By
changing the moisture flux or the source and sink, various atmospheric
processes can modify the PWV, such as the transportation by the wind, the
evaporation and the condensation. In the later part of the thesis, I will analyze
the atmospheric processes that modify the PWV and finally impact the
CPS-observed ZWD.

1.1.4 The SuGAr network
In this thesis, I make use of the GPS data from Sumatran GPS Array (SuGAr)
network. It is a dense GPS network in the deep tropics. The network was
17
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originally designed to monitor the tectonic activities of the Sumatran plate
boundary (Feng et a!. 2015). It was launched in 2002 and since then has
expanded considerably (Figure 1.1). Many stations are located along the west
coast of Sumatra or on the offshore islands to the west of Sumatra.

The

eastern part of Sumatra is also covered, and one station (NTUS) is in Singapore.
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Figure 1.1 The map of the GPS stations of the SuGAr network. The dots are the locations of the
stations. The color indicates the installation time of the station (Feng et al. 2015)

Sumatra is the second largest island in Southeast Asia, and the Equator cuts
through the middle of the island. As an island in the deep tropics, the climate
near Sumatra is usually hot and humid. Besides the typical features of the
18
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tropical climate, Sumatra's regional climate is somehow uniquely complex. The
island lies in the path of the Asian-Australian monsoon (Chang 2004 ), and thus
experiences the seasonal reversal of wind directions. The land-sea contrast
also nurtures strong land-sea breeze. What is more, the Pacific and the Indian
oceans can both influence the climate of Sumatra due to their proximity. In all,
Sumatra has a tropical climate with its own complexity. Although the SuGAr
network was designed for tectonics, i.e., din Equation 1.2, it can also reveal the
impact of different atmospheric processes by term

Otropo

in Equation 1.2.

The SuGAr network has accumulated 13-year data. This is a wealth of
observation. My study will pick the southwest monsoon season of 2008 as the
targeting period. As a result, this will be a case study rather than a thorough
examination of the full dataset. I will further justify my selection of the year in
section 3.2.1. However, the dataset actually contains much more information
than that this thesis will explore. Long history of data allows researchers to
find interannual variabilities. Atmospheric processes of different monsoonal
seasons are also worth digging. I think this thesis is just a starting point, and
the future work can reveal more about the tropical climate with the
observation of the SuGAr network In the next part, I will examine the basics of
the tropical climate.

19
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1.2 An introduction to tropical climate

1.2.1 Tropical Circulations
In nature, atmospheric and oceanic movements are driven by solar radiation.
The Earth receives solar radiation unevenly due to the curvature of the
spherical surface. The solar light is less perpendicular to the ground when it
comes to polar region. Therefore, the unit area of the tropical region receives
more energy than that of high latitudes. Because of the abundant supply of
solar energy in the tropics, the temperature is high and the evaporation is
active. The low-level air is usually hot and humid near the Equator. On the
other hand, the Earth emits long wave radiation into the space to balance the
incoming solar radiation. The outward long wave radiation is quite even
among the latitudes. As a result, the tropical region would have net surplus in
the budget of radiation, and the polar region would have net deficit. From the
macro view of the Earth, the movements of air and seawater transport the heat
polewards to prevent the tropical region from being too hot and the polar
region too cold.

In detail, the transportation can take various forms, such as advection or
ed di es. For the atmosph ere, the movement of the a ir is arranged into
large-scale atmospheric circulation. It consists of circular cells along the
longitudinal direction. Hadley cells are near the Equator, the polar cells around
20
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the Poles, and the Ferrel cells in between. Strong solar heating near the tropics
drives ascending branches of Hadley cells. During the process of rising, the
water vapor condenses at the high level and precipitates. The hot and dry air at
the high level would cool down and descend when it moves away from the
Equator. Conversely, in polar cells, the air near the Poles would descend due to
the lack of solar heating, and rise when the air moves away from the Poles.

The Ferrel cells are located in the mid-latitude. Unlike the Hadley and polar
cells that had clear ascending and descending branches, the Ferrel cells only
indicate the average motion of the air in the mid-latitude. In fact, the Ferrel
cells are driven by eddies. These eddies can transport heat from low latitudes
to high latitudes. The formation and the location of the Ferrel cells depend on
the factors such as solar heating, rotational speed of the Earth, and the s ize of
the Earth (Vallis 2006).

Earth's rotation also contributes to the difference between the tropical climate
and the extra tropical climate. The vertical component of the Earth's rotation is
large in middle and high latitudes, and is small in the tropics. The vertical
component of the Earth's rotation causes the so-called Coriolis effect that is
responsible for the large-scale westerly system in the mid-latitude. For
long-lasting weather systems in the mid-latitude, the Coriolis effect dominates

21
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the evolution. Although the non-linear terms are still important, the strong
Coriolis effect organizes the large-scale weather system into a westerly system.
Since the Coriolis effect is linear, the resultant westerly system is less chaotic
and more predictable. The tropics do not possess the same luck because the
Coriolis effect is weak here. As a result, the middle-scale and small-scale
weather systems dominate the regional climate, and they are also more chaotic
and unpredictable (Hastenrath 2012) .

Although the Coriolis effect is not strong enough to create the large-scale
weather system, but it still influence the tropical climate in other ways. One
thing is the trade wind. The trade wind is easterly wind in the tropics. The
Coriolis effect causes the easterly trade wind. When then low-level wind moves
from the subtropical high to the equatorial low, the Coriolis force can deflect
the equatorward movement of the air to westward movement. The trade wind
helped the navigation in the Age of Discovery and promoted the trade by
sailing. For the tropical climate, the trade wind can drive the warm water on
the sea surface to move westward. The sea surface temperature (SST) thus
varies in the zonal direction. The western parts of ocean basins are warmer
than the eastern parts. Correspondingly, the air rises in the west and sinks in
the east, forming the Walker circulation (Julian and Chervin 1978). Another
phenomenon related with the Coriolis effect is the equatorial Rossby wave,

22
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which can be attributed to the longitudinal variation of the Coriolis force
(Lindze n, 1967) .

For the tropical regions close to the continents, they are also influenced by the
monsoon. The monsoon is caused by the different heat capacities of the land
and the sea. The Asian-Australian monsoon can modify the weather of
Southeast Asia, India, Australia and the east coast of Africa. Although not as
strong as the Asian-Australian monsoon, the west coast of Africa and the
northeast coast of South America are also influenced by the seasonally varying
winds. The monsoon can perturb the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ)
and encourage the inter-hemispheric exchange of air. The involvement of the
tropical region in the monsoonal system also creates a mechanism for the
tropical-extratropical interaction. It is worth noting that although the monsoon
reverses the direction during different seasons, the strength of the monsoon
and its impact on the atmosphere is not symmetric. It is necessary to discern
the seasons and study different seasons respectively.

Monsoon, Hadley and Walker circulations coexist and interact with each other
(Saha 2009). They are the backbone of the tropical climate. For the region of
the SuGAr network, all of them are important. However, the dynamics is
oversimplified because I omitted temporal variabilities except the stable

23
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seasonal change. In the following parts, I will introduce interannual,
intraseasonal, diurnal and semi-diurnal variabilities. These variabilities can
effectively adjust the tropical atmosphere.

1.2.2 Interannual variability
Interannual variability plays a significant role in the tropical climate. Sumatra
lies between the Pacific and the Indian oceans. ENSO (El Nifio Southern
Oscillation) is the interannual oscillation that happens in the Pacific, while IOD
(Indian Ocean Dipole) is the interannual oscillation mainly confined in the
Indian

Ocean.

Both

phenomena influence

Sumatra because

of their

geographical proximity.

The phenomenon of ENSO was discovered in the colonial age. Bjerknes (1966)
linked ENSO with the variation of Walker circulation, integrating the previous
studies of El Nifio and Southern Oscillation. ENSO is accompanied by the
disturbance of the sea surface temperature (Rasmusson and Carpenter 1982).
As I already mentioned, the trade wind can trap the warm sea surface water in
the western part of the Pacific. With the air-sea interaction and the evolution of
the oceanic waves, the warm seawater might flow back to the eastern Pacific
every 2 to 7 years, and encourage the convections in the middle to eastern part
of the Pacific. Accordingly, the SST of the western Pacific drops and
24
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discourages the convection. As a result, Indonesia and Australia might
experience severe droughts while California and Peru can face a sequence of
storms. The influence of El Nino can surpass the tropical Pacific through the
interaction with the monsoon, raising the possibility of droughts in Indian and
northern China (Kumar et al. 2006, Lau and Weng 2001). La Nina is the
opposite of El Nino, with more warm water piled up in western Pacific.

Compared with ENSO, the discovery of the Indian Ocean Dipole (Saji et al. 1999)
is rather recent. As the name indicates, IOD happens in the Indian Ocean. The
SST of the western Indian Ocean oscillates oppositely with that of the eastern
Indian Ocean, forming a dipole mode. A year can be classified as "positive",
"negative" or "neutral" IOD phases. The positive phase would witness a
positive SST anomaly in the western Indian Ocean and a negative SST anomaly
in the eastern Indian Ocean. The IOD is similar with ENSO in that it is also a
coupled change of the air and the sea. Easterly wind anomaly accompanies the
accumulation of the warm seawater in the western Indian Ocean during the
positive phase. Furthermore, the high SST can encourage the rainfall, while the
low SST suppresses rainfall in the surrounding area.

The interannual variability is an interesting topic, but it is out of the scope of
the thesis. We mainly use them as a standard to select the year for the study. In
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order to avoid the influence of the strong ENSO or IOD events, I select a neutral
year for both ENSO and IOD as the studying period, which is 2008.

1.2.3 Intraseasonal variability
Intraseasonal variability is one of the main concerns of the thesis. This topic is
still under active research. Generally speaking, the intraseasonal variability
includes any atmospheric variation that has a period shorter than a season and
longer than a day. In the tropics, the intraseasonal variability could cause sharp
changes within a season. For example, the Indian Monsoon can become very
weak for weeks, i.e. the so-called "monsoon break" (Annamalai and Slingo
2001). During the monsoon break, the monsoonal rainfall would dwindle,
which may lead to severe droughts in India. The study of the intraseasonal
variability possesses meteorological and social importance.

Two phenomena are worth noticing. One is the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO;
Madden and Julian 1971) that has a period of 30-60 days, and the other is the
Boreal Summer Intraseasonal Oscillation (BSISO; Wang and Xie 1997). MJO is
the strongest intraseasonal variability. It is active during the boreal winter.
MJO is an eastward traveling pattern, characte rized by a cluster of active
convections that originates in the Indian Ocean. Low-level convergence and
high level divergence are coupled with the enhanced convections. A dry phase
26
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with suppressed convections follows the active phase. The eastward
movement is global, although th e convective fea tures might disappear from th e
eastern Pacific. MJO can strongly influence the tropics, as well as some
subtropical

region

such

as

North

America. The

discovery

and

the

understanding of MJO have facilitated the weather forecast in the tropics,
although the mechanism of MJO is still under debate.

In this study, we focus on the boreal summer rather than the boreal winter. In
the boreal summer, BSISO replaces MJO to be the strongest intraseasonal
variability. BSISO also includes a region of active convection that propagates
eastward. A slight northward movement happens together with the eastward
movement (Jiang et al. 2004). BSISO is closely related with the monsoon,
especially the active and break phases of the monsoon, so BSISO can be
indexed by the strength of the monsoon. As a phenomenon established much
later than MJO, many aspects of BSISO needs further investigations. In this
thesis, I focus on the southwest monsoon season when BSISO plays a larger
role. In Chapter 3, I will show some characteristics of BSISO observed by the
GPS network.

Another aspect of the intraseasonal variability receives less attention, which is
the influence of the wave train of the midlatitude. Relevant discussions can be
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seen in previous studies (Rodwell 1997), but usually less discussed in the
scope of the intraseasonal variability. Actually, extratropical Ross by waves can
impact the tropical climate and excite the intraseasonal variability of the
tropical atmosphere. Rodwell (1997) has argued that the intrusion from the
Southern Hemisphere drives the monsoon break. In Chapter 3, I will show that
the air intrusion from the Southern Hemisphere plays a significant role for the
GPS-observed intraseasonal variability. The influence of the air intrusion can
be distinguished from the monsoonal influence, because it impacts the GPS
network in its own special way. Whether the intrusion evolves independently,
or it interacts with the monsoon, will be the question of future work.

1.2.4 Diurnal and semidiurnal variability
As another outcome of the weak Coriolis effect in the tropics, the diurnal and
semidiurnal cycles of the atmosphere are prominent. The diurnal and
semidiurnal cycles have periods of 24 hours and 12 hours respectively. They
are caused by the daily variation of the solar heating and manifest themselves
in various physical quantities, such as the surface pressure and surface
temperature. However, the diurnal and semidiurnal variations are usually
covered up by the large-scale disturbances in midlatitude. When it comes to
the tropics, the diurnal and semidiurnal cycles become obvious because of the
absence of large-scale disturbances.
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The semidiurnal variability can be linked with the atmospheric tide, which is
the regular change of total air mass driven by solar heating (Lindzen and
Chapman 1969). Due to the hydrostatic balance, the surface pressure can
measure the air mass. In the tropics, the semidiurnal component of the
atmospheric tide is stronger than the diurnal component (Dai and Wang 1999).
In Chapter 4, I will reveal the influence of atmospheric tides on the GPS
observation of ZWD. Since the atmospheric tide also has a diurnal component,
the paradigm of the "diurnal cycle" mixes with that of the atmospheric tide.
Here, I am concerned with a diurnal cycle coupled with convective rainfall
(Yang and Slingo 2001). The diurnal cycle of tropical convections is especially
important for the tropical climate, because a large amount of convective
rainfall happens in such a form. In Chapter 4, I will also discuss the aspect of
water vapor in the diurnal cycle as reflected by the GPS observation.

1.3 Thesis Content and Structure

This thesis makes a case study of the GPS observation during the southwest
monsoon season of 2008. I did not have enough time to extend the work for
other seasons or other years during my PhD. However, by putting together
different statistical and computational tools, I have explored the way further
ahead. I hope that other researchers can be interested in the SuGAr
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observation, and test the conclusions of the thesis based on the whole dataset.

During this season, a through analysis is conducted to understand the
intraseasonal variability, as well as the diurnal and semidiurnal variabilities.
We find the most important atmospheric processes that are influencing the
GPS network. Furthermore, we take advantage of the high-frequency GPS
observations, and compare them with the numerical model. The numerical
model successfully simulates the aspect of the diurnal variability, but fails in
simulating the semidiurnal variability. As a result, our model run cannot well
simulate some phenomena that have a strong semidiurnal component, such as
atmospheric tides. In conclusion, the study provides concrete proof for several
dynamical studies and also quantifies the influence of different atmospheric
processes. It can guide the future practice of the numerical simulation, and
serve the weather forecast.

The thesis includes five chapters. I have concluded Chapter 1 that is the
introduction to the GPS meteorology and the tropical climate. Chapter 2
specifies sources of data, as well as the quality control of GPS data and the
setup of the numerical model. Chapter 3 starts the discussion of the
atmospheric dynamics reflected by the GPS observation. This chapter handles
the intraseasonal variability, and Chapter 4 discusses the semidiurnal and
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diurnal variabilities. Chapter 5 concludes the thesis, and makes proposal for
the future.
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Chapter 2. Source of Data
2.1 ZWD from the SuGAr network
In Chapter 1, I briefly introduced GPS technology and the SuGAr network. I
selected 2008 as the targeted period of the study, because it is both ENSO and
IOD neutral. For the year 2008, there are 30 stations operating in the SuGAr
network. However, the quality of the data varies. The quality of the data from
certain stations is not good enough. In the end, I only keep 17 stations out of
the 30 stations, and exclude the rest (Figure 2.1). The quality control is
conducted over 2008, in consideration that the study of intraseasonal
variability needs a longer period than the targeted monsoonal season.

val id stations
excluded stations

•
Figure 2.1 Valid station s and exc luded stations .
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The exclusion of 13 stations is based on the subjective criterion, with the
assistance of some statistics. The problems of the bad stations are erroneous
values and data gaps. It is easy to identify the erroneous values of ZWD. ZWD is
mainly determined by PWV. PWV should be relatively stable for a station, since
it is the integral of all the water vapor in the vertical direction. PWV of CFSR
reanalysis is used as a reference to find the erroneous values. Moreover, the
SuGAr network is located in a small geographical area, so PWV should not
change much except the influence of the terrain height. This understanding
forms the basis of identifying the erroneous value. If the value deviates from
the mean of the network too much, it is flagged as erroneous. Figure 2.2 shows
an example of erroneous station. When a significant part of one station's
observation is erroneous, I would reject the station.
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Figure 2.2 Example of an erroneous station . The figure is the t ime serie s of ZWD . The beginning

part of January and February is erroneously large . This station is thus excluded .

Another issue is the data gap. By right, the GPS receiver can work continuously
for long time. However, the data gap might happen due to the failure of the GPS
receiver or the shutdown of the device. It is easy to identify the data gaps if the
time series of the whole season is plotted, such as the time series of the station
in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3 Example of the data gap. The figure is the time series of ZWD . The period from February

to April is missing.

In addition, the data gap might also take place because of the issue of
undersampling. Since I am going to investigate the high-frequency variabilities
such as semidiurnal and diurnal variations, so I hope that the daily
observations are frequent enough to resolve the semidiurnal variability. This
means at least 3-hourly output is needed. Although the raw data are processed
to be hourly, some of the stations might still have gaps during the day. I count
the number of the observational records for each day. If the station does not
cover a large portion of the days with high-frequency observation, it is
excluded from my study. Figure 2.4 shows an example of undersampling.
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Figure 2.4 The count of the records for each day. The horizontal axis is the day from the beginning

of the year 2008, and the vertical axis is the count of the observational records. By right, 24 records

should exist for one day .

The exclusion of the 13 stations might seem strict. When studying diurnal and
semidiurnal variabilities, I do not need time series longer than the season. In
this case, I can possibly loosen the criteria and include more stations than in
the study of intraseasonal variabilities. However, if we do this, the number of
stations will change for Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, and our conclusion will suffer
this inconsistency. On the other hand, Figure 2.1 shows that the stations left
are good enough in covering the area of the SuGAr network, capable of
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measuring the spatial variation of the ZWD signal.

After the exclusion of bad stations, the occasional data gaps are filled with
method of linear interpolation. I interpolate the neighboring points to get the
data in between. After the processing, I retrieve an hourly time series for each
GPS station.

2.2 CFSR Reanalysis data

The GPS-observed ZWD is not enough to diagnose the complicated
atmospheric processes, because the SuGAr network is limited to a small area
and cannot observe other atmospheric quantities such as wind, temperature
and pressure. We need other datasets besides the GPS observation. I mainly
rely on the reanalysis data to provide the detailed information about the
condition of the atmosphere. In order to get the reanalysis data, a global model
is consistently run with the same set of parameters for a period of time. During
the model run, the historical observations are assimilated into the model. The
reanalysis data is thus a mixture of simulation and observation. The model can
output various atmospheric fields on the model grid, providing a 3D coverage
of the atmosphere. In this study, I would make use of the Climate Forecast
System Reanalysis (CFSR) dataset (Saha et al. 2010). The details of the dataset
will be discussed in Chapter 3.
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2.3 WRF Model
CFSR can show the atmospheric condition. However, the CFSR reanalysis only
outputs every 6 hour, so it is not enough to resolve the diurnal and semidiurnal
variabilities. As a result, we run the Weather Research and Forecasting model
(WRF; Skamarock et a!. 2005) to dynamically downscale the CFSR reanalysis
data to hourly output.

WRF model is a mesoscale Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) model widely
used for the simulation of regional climate. It is a non-hydrostatic model
(Skamarock and Klemp 2008), and inherits from the Fifth-Generation Penn
State/NCAR Mesoscale Model (Grell et a!. 1994). The software system is
purposely designed to be modular so that it can easily include other functional
modules such as data assimilation and new physical schemes. WRF is now used
in the operation of the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)
and other forecasting centers. In order to downscale, CFSR is used to provide
the boundary conditions and the initial condition. Since no universal guideline
exists for the configuration of the model, it is worthwhile to pay special
attention to the setup of WRF mod el for the region, wh ere the model is less
tested compared to the mid-latitude.
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2.3.1 Vertical Levels
The positions of the vertical levels a re ge nerated wi th a new algori thm. WR F
model can itself generate the vertical levels with its own version of the
algorithm. Similar to the original version, the new algorithm arranges the
vertical levels with intervals that change smoothly. Different to the original
approach, the new algorithm resolves two regions more readily, i.e., near the
surface and around the tropopause, by placing more levels in both regions
(Figure 2.5). The two regions are dynamically interesting for the study of
atmospheric dynamics. The transportation and mixing of heat, momentum and
water vapor is intense near the surface. The atmospheric dynamics near the
tropopause impacts several important atmospheric processes, from the
large-scale general circulation, to the small-scale convection. In this way, the
computational resource is more invested into the regions that deserve it.
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Figure 2.5 Vertical Levels . Black lines indicate the levels provided by WRF model. Blue lines indicate

the levels that I use.

2.3.2 Boundary Condition of the Model Top
In reality, the atmosphere stretches into the space. However, most NWP
models are designed only to simulate the lower part of the atmosphere. It is a
waste of computational power to include the high-level atmosphere in the
model, if the main focus is the lower part of the atmosphere such as the
troposphere. It is also not practical to design a NWP mod el for the whole
atmosphere, because the dynamics change dramatically when it comes to the
high level.
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As a solution, the numerical model artificially imposes the top boundary at a
certain height, and thus truncates the atmosphere. This artificial top boundary
brings some unwanted effects, such as the reflection of gravity waves. By
employing the radiative boundary condition, the model allows the gravity
wave absorbed at the model top, so that the artificial reflection can be avoided.
As a result, the interior of the model would not "feel" the existence of the top
boundary, and the model can provide better simulation results. Among all the
choices of the boundary conditions in WRF, thew-Rayleigh damping method
(Klemp et a!. 2008) can effectively eliminate the spurious reflection of the
gravity wave. The w-Rayleigh damping is applied to all layers within 5000
meters from the model top. The damping method differs from the traditional
Rayleigh damping in that it only modifies the vertical velocity in the damping
layer. After damping the vertical velocity to zero, the numerical model modifies
other physical fields accordingly. In this way, the w-Rayleigh damping can
preserve the dynamical consistency. In our model, the damping has a time
scale of 5 seconds that is considered to be strong.

2.3.3 Physical Schemes
The numerical model cannot explicitly resolve some physical processes, such
as radiation, turbulence, condensation and evaporation. These physical
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processes are so important that we cannot simply ignore them. Luckily, the
effects of these processes can be represented by the physical schemes. Details
regarding the choice of the physical scheme are discussed here.

The solar radiation drives the atmospheric dynamics. WRF model does not
simulate the solar activities directly, so it has to make use of the radiative
scheme. The radiative scheme defines the shortwave and longwave radiations.
The Rapid Radiative Transfer Model for GCMs (RRTMG; Iacono et al. 2008)
scheme is chosen. It uses correlated-k method for the radiative transfer and
includes 16 spectral bands to represent major molecular absorption. Moreover,
the Monte Carlo method is used to quantify the effect of sub-grid clouds. In the
test, a frequent update of the radiation is necessary, in order to accurately
simulate the phenomena with a shorter temporal scale, such as the diurnal
cycle. If the interval of calling the radiation scheme is too long, the model risks
generating unrealistic results around the sunrise and the sunset, when the real
radiation changes rather rapidly. As a result, we call RRTMG scheme every 5
minutes to update the radiative profile.

The horizontal resolution of the model is not high enough to resolve the
atmospheric convection directly. We thus use cumulus scheme to account for
the effect of atmospheric convections. Atmospheric convections remove the
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hydrostatic instability in the atmosphere and change the profiles of the
temperature and the humidity. In some cases, they can also produce convective
rainfall. Previous studies have shown that atmospheric convections are intense
around Sumatra, so the choice of the cumulus scheme can influence the
simulation result. We use the modified Betts-Miller- janjic scheme (BMJ; Betts
1986, Betts and Miller 1986, Janjic 1994). The modification is summarized by
Fonseca et a!. (2015). The original BMJ tries to account for the effect of the
atmospheric convections. BMJ scheme belongs to the category of adjustment
schemes that are distinguished from the mass flux schemes (Arakawa and
Schubert 197 4; Kain and Fritsch 1990) that try to simulate the detailed
processes of convections. The general idea of BMJ scheme is to adjust the
profiles of the temperature and the specific humidity towards a mixing line
that is typical for tropical convections. During the adjustment, the enthalpy is
preserved and the convective rainfall is produced if there is surplus water
vapor after the adjustment. If the scheme does not produce the convective
rainfall, the scheme switches another branch that represents the effect of the
shallow convection. However, the original BMJ scheme produces excessive
rainfall if the scheme is used in the Indo-Pacific region. In the modification, a
more moist reference profile can prevent the model from raining too readily.
As noted in Fonseca eta!. (2015), nudging is necessary to get the water vapor
right for the tropics, and modified BMJ scheme also needs nudging. I will
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discuss nudging in the next part.

2.3.4 Nudging
Nudging mechanism is implemented in WRF as a module. It allows the
numerical model to adjust the state simulated according to the referential
dataset, usually the observational data or the result from another model run.
The main purpose is to curb the growth of the error in the numerical model
(Lo et al. 2008; Bowden et al. 2012). Either the spectral nudging or the grid
nudging can be used. I use the grid nudging that operates on each grid point
directly. The adjustment is according to the following equation:
dx

Equation 2.1

dt

Where x is a model field to be nudged, and x 0 is the referential quantity
provided by the referential dataset, i.e. CFSR reanalysis in my case. r is the
time scale of nudging. At the grid point that is to be nudged, a tendency term is
added, which is proportional to the difference between the referential value
and the current value. The further the quantity drifts from the reference, the
larger the nudging tendency is. The tendency helps the model come closer to
the reference. Moreover, the strength of the nudging is inversely proportional
to the time scale r. We nudge the levels above 800 hpa or above the PBL. The
time scale for nudging is 1 hour. Four fields are nudged, which are two
components of the horizontal wind, potential temperature and water vapor
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mixing ratio.

The application of nudging is debatable in some scenarios. Nudging has two
weak points. First of all, nudging relies on an extra database as a reference.
Secondly, nudging terms provide artificial source and sink, and make the
budget unclosed. Nevertheless, the weak points of nudging do not influence my
case. The aim of my model run is to downscale the CFSR reanalysis in order to
get an hourly dataset to represent the atmospheric condition. CFSR will my
natural choice as the reference, and no budget analysis will be conducted. As
shown in previous studies, the dynamical downscaling with nudging is widely
adopted (Heikkila et al. 2011). It is able to downscale the original dataset to a
fine resolution, while preserves the large-scale dynamics of the referential
dataset (Otte et al. 2012).

2.3.5 Verification
The details of the model setup can refer to section 4.2. Fonseca et al. (2015)
has shown that, with the same setup, the model's rainfall is similar to CFSR and
the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM). Here I use the observed ZWD
to verify the performance of the numerical model. Two ways of model runs are
conducted: with and without nudging. Other setups will be the same. In order
to compare the station-based observation, we interpolate the grid of the
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numerical model to get the simulated ZWD at the location of each GPS station.

As shown in Figure 2.6, the biases of the model runs are small. The model with
nudging is generally wetter than the model without nudging, and the
observation is in between. Anyway, the differences between the means of the
simulation and the means of the observation are around 0.02m that is
considered to be small. Different stations do not differ much in the means of
ZWD. The comparison of the mean cannot tell us which kind model run is
better, so I further look into the correlation.
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For the correlation, the model with nudging greatly outperforms the model
without nudging. Figure 2.7 shows the correlation coefficients between the
observation and the model. The model with nudging has correlation
coefficients around 0.8 with the observation, which is rather plausible. In
contrast, the model without nudging badly correlates with the observations.
Nudging effectively reduces the growth of error, and prevents the large
discrepancy as in the model without nudging, so the model with nudging can
well simulate the observed ZWD.
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Figure 2.7 The correlation coefficients between the observation and the numerical model. The blue

squares are the correlation coefficients between the observation and the model with nudging, and
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the green triangles are the correlation coefficients between the observation and the model without

nudging.
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from the distributions .

Besides the correlation coefficients, the skewness also shows the effectiveness
of the nudging. Figure 2.8 plots the histogram the data for each GPS station,
and the title indicates the skewness of the distribution. All distributions have
negative skewness. The negative skewness is also shown in the histogram of
the distributions. With negative skewness, the histogram has with a gentle
slope on the left side and a sharp slope on the right side of the histogram. The
distribution is tilted to the side of high ZWD. For the model with nudging
(Figure 2.9), the simulated data also have negative skewness, similar to the
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observation. However, the model without nudging (Figure 2.10) is not
successful in producing the distributions with negative skewness. Some
stations have positive skewness and the distributions are more symmetric. In
all, the model without nudging also fails to capture the distribution of ZWD.
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Whether the nudging kills the small-scale features is a question remained. As I
will show in Chapter 4, the model can reproduce the diurnal cycle and its
propagation very well even with strong nudging. Remembering the nudging
fields only change every 6 hour, the result means that the model can produce
the small-scale features. In all, the large-scale features from CFSR are well
preserved. On the other hand, the model successfully generates the
high-frequency features, as verified by the GPS observation. The downscaling
of the tropical climate using the WRF model is a valid way to study the
high-frequency phenomena.

2.4 Other Sources of Data
There are other sources of data used in this thesis. These data are used to
support the dynamical interpretation. They include the surface pressure
observation from Integrated Surface Global Hourly Data (dataset DS-3505,
https:/ / data.noaa.gov I dataset/integrated-surface-global-hourly-data)

and

NCEP 40-year reanalysis data (Kalnay et al. 1996). The former is the direct
observation from the ground stations, and the latter is an old -generation
reanalysis data. I will discuss these data sources in individual chapters.
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Chapter 3. lntraseasonal variability of
Zenith Wet Delay
3.llntroduction
The Sumatran GPS Array (SuGAr) is a Global Positioning System (GPS) network
located in Sumatra Island. Sumatra Island lies in the so-called "maritime
continent" (Ramage 1968). The maritime continent includes islands and
peninsulas of Malaysia, Indonesia, Philippines and Papua New Guinea. It has a
tropical climate with high temperature and abundant rainfall. The maritime
continent is also featured by the complex topography that can further
encourage the convective rainfall (Saito et al. 2001; Yang and Slingo 2001).
Strong convections in this region are a major force driving the general
circulation, so the regional climate of the maritime continent can impact the
global climate (Neale and Slingo 2003; Chang et al. 2004a).

The climate of the maritime continent is influenced by several factors. The
interannual variability such as the El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO; Holton
and Dmowska 1989) and the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD; Saji et al. 1999)
changes the atmospheric status year by year. The seasonal variation is mainly
due to the Asian-Australian monsoon (Chang et al. 2004b ). The monsoonal
wind blows from Australia to Asia during the southwest monsoon season (June,
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July, August, September) and reverses during the northeast monsoon season
(December, January, February, March). Furthermore, within a single monsoon
season, the atmospheric condition might experience dramatic changes due to
the intraseasonal variability (Wang et al. 2009). The Madden Julian Oscillation
(MJO; Madden and Julian 1971) is active during the northeast monsoon season,
while the Boreal Summer Intraseasonal Oscillation (BSISO; Wang and Xie 1997)
modulates the southwest monsoon season.

Intraseasonal variability, as reviewed by Wang et al. (2009), can lead to the
activation or the suppression of atmospheric convections. Excessive rainfall or
dry spells would accompany the intraseasonal variability, and strike the
agriculture of the region. The intraseasonal variability of rain and cloud has
been extensively studied (Fukutomi and Yasunari, 1999; Annamalai and Slingo,
2001; Chan et al., 2002). However, intraseasonal variability of water vapor is
less studied, although sparse studies do exist (Cadet and Greco 1987; Chen et
al. 1988). Since the atmosphere is a coupled system, the understanding of the
water vapor is an inevitable step towards the full understanding of the regional
climate. The limited efforts do not match the importance of water vapor in the
hydrological cycle.

The lack of study partly reflects the difficulty of measuring water vapor.
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Radiosonde stations can measure the vertical profile of water vapor, but
radiosonde stations are quite sparse in the tropics, particularly in the maritime
continent (Koh and Teo 2009). The Global Positioning System (GPS)
technology can observe the atmosphere (Bevis et al. 1992). This technology
was primarily designed to measure locations of ground stations by measuring
the traveling time of GPS signals from a satellite to a ground station
(Hofmann-Wellenhof 2012). The traveling time of GPS signals can be delayed
by dry and wet components in the atmosphere. The wet delay is mainly
controlled by the amount of water vapor along the travel path of GPS signals.

In this paper, we use the GPS observation of ZWD from the SuGAr network
(Feng et al. 2015). This GPS network is originally designed to monitor the
tectonic movement along the west coast of Sumatra (Hill et al. 2012). Besides
the location information, the GPS stations can measure ZWD and thus serve the
atmospheric research. Fujita et al. (2011) used some of the GPS stations to
study the impact of MJO on diurnal cycles of the water vapor. The observation
from the same network was also used for data assimilation in the numerical
model (Shoji et al. 2011), which improves the simulation of a tropical cyclone.
In our study, we want to answer the question: which physical processes are
controlling intraseasonal variability of ZWD. As a result, we use an objective
analysis method, i.e., rotated EOF, to let the observational data talk by itself.
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The observation-based analysis and the objective approach make our study
distinct with Fujita eta!. (2011) and Shoji eta!. (2011).

According to our results, two processes dominate the intraseasonal variability
during the southwest monsoon season of 2008. First is the monsoon. The
strength of the monsoon strongly modulates the observed ZWD. Active
monsoon brings dry condition to Sumatra, while weak monsoon is linked with
the wet condition. The result is similar to the studies of BSISO (Wang and Xie
1997). On the other hand, dry air coming from the upper troposphere of the
Southern Hemisphere also excites the intraseasonal variability of ZWD. This
process, which is named as dry air intrusion, was already proved important for
the tropical-extratropical interactions in places such as western Pacific
(Yoneyama and Parsons 1999) and western Africa (Roca eta!. 2005). Our work
reveals dry air intrusion plays an important role in eastern Indian Ocean.

3.2 Data

3.2.1 GPS observation
We study the GPS observation of the southwest monsoon season of 2008. We
select year 2008 because it is both ENSO and IOD neutral (Lestari and Koh, in
preparation; Ummenhofer eta!. 2009). ENSO and IOD are the most important
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interannual variabilities for the maritime continent. Besides interannual
variability, the seasonal variability can also interact with the intraseasonal
variability. Chang et a!. (2004b) showed that the atmosphere can vary a lot
during different monsoon seasons, and Wu et a!. (2006) revealed the possible
interaction between the intraseasonal variability and the seasonal variation.
Therefore, the best way is to study seasons respectively. In this paper, we only
study the intraseasonal variability during the southwest monsoon season, and
leave other seasons to the future work.

There were 30 working stations during 2008. Seventeen stations are used for
this study (Figure 3.1). The exclusion of the 13 stations is due to the existence
of data gaps or large erroneous values. Among the 17 valid stations, one station
(NTUS) is in Singapore, one station (JMBI) in East Sumatra, four stations on the
west coast of the main island. The rest 11 stations are on offshore islands to
the west of the main island. The network extends from 5.3S QS to S.OSQN in the
latitudinal direction, and 95.34QE to 103.68QE in the longitudinal direction. In
all, we have a relatively dense network in a small region, and the west coast of
Sumatra is well observed.
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Figures 3.1 Stations used for the study of the intra seasonal variability

From the SuGAr network, we are interested in ZWD from each GPS station.
This is the time delay caused by the wet component of the atmosphere when
the GPS signal passes through the atmosphere. The path of the signal is usually
a slant path. The slant delay can be converted into zenith delay using a
mapping function (Davis eta!. 1985). Compared with slant delay that can point
to various directions, zenith delay gains mathematical simplicity with the loss
of anisotropy. We can compensate the anisotropy with the spatial variation
provided by the network, so the mathematical simplicity can justify our focus
on ZWD. We thus retrieve the hourly output of ZWD for each GPS station. The
details of the processing can be referred to Feng et a!. (2015). Since we are
mainly interested in the intraseasonal variability, we further calculate the daily
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mean of ZWD. In the end, 17 time series of daily-averaged ZWD are studied.

The algorithm of converting ZWD to PWV exists, but the algorithm requires
other input quantities besides ZWD, such as surface pressure and temperature.
We do not have direct measurements of these quantities at the sites of GPS
stations. Other datasets, such as reanalysis datasets, can provide these
quantities. However, these datasets are the product of the numerical models
and might introduce more errors. Since PWV is mainly decided by ZWD
according to our analysis, and the two quantities correlate well, ZWD itself can
represent the water vapor condition. In the end, we decide to study ZWD
directly, so that our analysis is based on direct GPS observation only. Still,
although we did not convert ZWD to PWV directly, we will prove their
high-score correlation at the beginning of our analysis.

3.2.2 CFSR Reanalysis Data
After the direct analysis of GPS-observed ZWD, we surely want to gain some
insights about the dynamics. However, the observational network limits our
further study. The GPS network can only reveal the aspect of water vapor, and
we need other quantities to diagnose. Although the network is considered to
be dense, the network is still possible to miss some small-scale features of the
atmospheric phenomena. Furthermore, the SuGAr network is confined in a
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small area, but the atmospheric processes can be large-scale. In all, we need to
know various atmospheric quantities in a larger area, and with a finer spatial
resolution.

For such a purpose, we refer to the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis data
(CFSR; Saha eta!. 2010) to get a full picture of the atmosphere. This dataset is
provided by the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP). A
global model is consistently run from 1979 to present, providing 6-hourly
global output. There are 64 model levels, and the model top is 0.266hPa. The
horizontal resolution is O.SQxO.SQ, and the surface fields are available at a
higher resolution. During the model run, observational data are assimilated
into the model to curb the growth of errors. The input data include such as
satellite radiances, sea ice, radiosonde, surface observation, and other data
sources. The CFSR dataset is evaluated by several studies (Hodges et a!. 2011;
Wang et a!. 2011; Xue et a!. 2011; Bao and Zhang 2013). The quality of the
dataset is reasonably well compared with the observation and other reanalysis
data.
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3.3 Methods

3.3.1 Rotated EOF
There could be multiple atmospheric processes that simultaneously influence
the SuGAr network. We use the rotated Empirical Orthogonal Function
(rotated EOF; Richman, 1986) analysis to process the multivariate ZWD data.
The aim is to retrieve the major components from the multivariate data of
ZWD observation, and attribute each component to an atmospheric process.
Rotated EOF is based on the Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF; Lorenz 1956)
analysis. After processing the multivariate data with the EOF analysis, we
retain the leading principal components (PCs) that could explain a major part
of the total variance. Each PC includes two aspects: the eigenfunction that is
the spatial pattern, and the time score that is the temporal strength. An
eigenfunction has several elements called "loadings", and each loading
corresponds to the contribution of one GPS station to the PC. The time score
indicates the strength of the eigenfunction. It is normalized and has unit
variance. Rotated EOF adds one more step to the EOF analysis. In the step of
rotation, the Varimax Rotation (Kaiser 1958) is used to recombine the
eigenfunctions of leading PCs. The rotation maximizes the variance of squared
load ings, while preserves the total vari ance explained by the leading PCs. Th e
Varimax Rotation can "localize" the signal, so that the eigenfunction are
contributed by less number of stations. The time scores are rotated
66
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accordingly. We can then get a new set of leading PCs as the final product of the
rotated EOF analysis.

Both the EOF analysis and the rotated EOF analysis are used in meteorological
studies (Kawamura 1994; Saji et al. 1999; Wheeler and Hendon 2004), but
they have different properties. For the EOF analysis, the eigenfunctions of the
PCs must be orthogonal, and the time scores are independent with each other.
For the rotated EOF analysis, the eigenfunctions are not necessarily
independent, while the time scores are independent with each other
(Mestas-Nunez 2000). In our case, each eigenfunction is a 17 dimensional
vector, representing the spatial pattern of the component. Each element of the
eigenfunction is called a loading, corresponding to one GPS station. A loading
represents the contribution of the GPS station to the PC. The time score is daily.
It tells us how strong the spatial pattern is each day. We will use the spatial and
temporal information to get the insight for each component.

3.3.2 Linear Regression
The PCs come from the ZWD data. If the PCs are physically meaningful, there
should be some physical process driving each PC. The physical process must be
able to explain the spatial and temporal characteristics of the PC. The
atmosphere is a complex system, and the physical process involves the
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evolution of various quantities. As a result, it is necessary to study the
relationship between the PCs and other physical fields of the atmosphere.

As a first step, we want to find how each PC concurrently evolves with CFSR
fields. To achieve the goal, we use the simple ordinary least square method
(Wilks 2011) to do the linear regression. The linear regression can be used to
build a linear model to predict certain variables based on the predictors, and
are widely used in climate studies (Mann and Emanuel 2006; Sousa eta!. 2007).
The regression is always between a PC score and a physical quantity at a grid
point from CFSR dataset. The PC score is taken as the only independent
variable, i.e., we have the following linear model:
Y=aX+b
In our case, X is the PC score, and Y is a physical quantity at a grid point. With
the linear model, we can predict the atmospheric condition according to the
value of PC score.

Besides the concurrent relationship, the sequence of the evolution is also
important. We can only build up the causal relationship by knowing the
sequence of the events. For example, if the temperature change leads the
humidity change, there is a probability for the temperature change to be the
cause of the humidity change, instead of the other way around. We use the
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lead-lag regression to find out the lagged relationship between the PC score
and the physical fields (Pefia et al. 2011) . The process is similar to the simple
linear regression, but the PC score is first delayed or advanced by several days.
The PC score is again regressed with the CFSR data. By knowing the regression
coefficient, the linear model can predict the atmospheric status several days
before or after the peak of PC scores. With multiple time offsets, we can know
how the atmosphere progressively evolves with certain PC.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 EOF and rotated EOF
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Figure 3.2 Variance explained by the principal components of the EOF analysis .

As the first step of the rotated EOF analysis, we apply the EOF analysis to the
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multivariate data, and find two leading PCs (Figure 3.2). Together, the two
leading PCs explain 86.28% of the total variance. We thus focus only on the
two PCs and ignore the rest. As the second step, varimax rotation is applied to
two leading PCs. After the rotation, the first PC explains 51.16% of the total
variance, while the second PC explains 35.12%. The spatial patterns are shown
in the eigenfunctions of the PCs (Figure 3.3). For PCl, all the stations oscillate
together. For PC2, northern stations oscillate oppositely with the southern
stations.

Figure 3.3 Eigenfunctions of PCl and PC2 (From the EOF analysis) . The areas of the dots are

proportional to the loadings of the stations.

After the rotation, both eigenfunctions show pan-island oscillations (Figure
3.4). The eigenfunctions differs in their distributions of the loadings. For the
first eigenfunction (Figure 3.4a), the loadings in the southern end of Sumatra
have smaller am plitudes. In contrast, the loadings of the second eigenfunction
decrease when it comes to the north (Figure 3.4b). In both cases, most stations
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have negative loadings. Since the negative ZWD corresponds to low PWV,
eigenfunctions represent spatial distributions of dry conditions.

a

b

Figure 3.4 Eigenfunctions of PCl and PC2 (From the rotated EOF analysis). The areas of the dots are

proportional to the loadings of the stations .

Figure 3.5 shows the time scores of the two PCs. The time scores tell us the
temporal variations of the spatial patterns. We need to interpret the time
scores with the eigenfunctions. In the method of rotated EOF, the physical
condition represented by a principal component can be reconstructed by the
multiplication of the loading and the time score. For a station with negative
loading, a positive time score would mean a negative anomaly of ZWD, i.e., a
dry condition. For figure 3.5, most loadings of the eigenfunctions are negative,
so a positive value in the time score means a dry condition over the network.
By rough counting, there are 4 peaks in PC1 score (Figure 3.5a) and 6 peaks in
PC2 score (Figure 3.5b). The frequency of PC2 is higher than PC1.
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a

b

Figure 3.5 Time scores of PCl and PC2 (From the rotated EOF analysis)

3.4.2 The Choice of the rotated EOF
The linear regression is used to understand the dynamics in Section 5 of this
chapter, i.e. the Discussion Part. Here we only highlight some results to support
our choice of the rotated EOF method. In fact, the EOF method was more
widely used than the rotated EOF analysis. As we have seen (Figure 3.3 and
Figure 3.4), PC2 from the EOF analysis are very different from PC2 of the
rotated EOF analysis. However, with the criterion of thermodynamic
consistency, we can demonstrate that the rotated EOF analysis is better than
the EOF analysis for our study.

Since water vapor is an important phase in the thermodynamic process
(Ras musson, 1968), th e change of ZWD should be cons istent with the cloud
condition that can be reflected by the outgoing longwave radiation (OLR;
Waliser eta!. 1993). We linearly regress OLR with PC2 scores before and after
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the rotation. Figure 3.6 shows the OLR anomaly predicted by 1 std score. For
the score before the rotation and the score after the rotation, both have a patch
of positive anomaly centered in the southern part of Sumatra. Remembering
that PC2 of the EOF analysis actually reveals an anti-oscillation (Figure 4.2b ),
so it is not consistent with the spatial pattern of the OLR anomaly. On the other
hand, PC2 of the rotated EOF analysis (Figure 4.3b) is consistent.
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Figure 3.6 Linear regression's prediction of OLR anomaly by 1 std PC2 score . a) PC2 score from the

EOF analysis. b) PC2 score from the rotated EOF analysis

The problem of the EOF analysis may be attributed to its mathematical rigidity.
As Mestas-Nunez (2000) has proved, the EOF analysis requires the
eigenfunctions to be orthogonal, which is purely mathematical. Due to the
requirement of spatial orthogonality, if PCl is a pan-island oscillation pattern,
the loadings of PC2 cannot be the pan-island pattern again. As a result, the EOF
analysis

could

exclude

~

0

physically

meaningful

components

with

the

mathematical rigidity. The rotated EOF analysis allows the possibility of two
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pan-island patterns, because it does not require the orthogonality of the
eigenfunctions. In the following discussion, we will further explore the physical
meaning of the rotated PCs.

3.5 Discussion about PCl
We have retrieved two components from the rotated EOF analysis. In this
section, we discuss the PCl first. As we have mentioned, the coverage of the
network might be too small to capture a large-scale phenomenon. For example,
the dryness revealed by PCl (Figure 3.4a) might cover a larger region. In order
to know the horizontal scale of the phenomenon, we regress PWV from the
CFSR dataset against the PCl score. Figure 3.7 shows the PWV anomaly
predicted by 1 std PCl score.

From Figure 3.7, Sumatra Island is covered by negative PWV anomaly. This is
consistent with the first eigenfunction of ZWD (Figure 3.4a). The correlation
between ZWD and PWV is significant in Sumatra. The map further tells us the
scale of the phenomenon. The dry anomaly is actually much larger than the
coverage of the SuGAr network, stretching westward into the Indian Ocean. At
the sa me time, there is a patch of positive PWV an oma ly in the north ern
hemisphere, especially around northern India, the Bay of Bengal and South
China Sea. In conclusion, PCl of the ZWD is in essence an oscillation of PWV in
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the eastern part of the Indian Ocean, accompanied by an opposite response in
northern India.
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Figure 3.7 Linear regression's prediction of PWV by lstd PCl score

We can regress the specific humidity with PCl score. The result can tell us the
vertical distribution of the dry anomaly. We pick a vertical cross-section along
the latitude 3QN, which cuts through the center of the dry anomaly. Figure 3.8
shows the specific humidity anomaly predicted by 1 std PCl score. The dry
patch extends from about 900hpa to SOOhpa, which is the low-middle
troposphere. Although the lowest level of the atmosphere contains a large
portion of the water vapor, the low levels do not contribute much to the dry
anomaly. As a result, the mechanism we are searching for should not depend
on the dynamics of the planet boundary layer.
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Figure 3.8 Linear regression 's prediction of the specific humidity anomaly by 1 std PCl score .

The

vertical cross section cuts through 3QN latitude .

We then look into the 850hpa wind that plays a significant role in low-level
advection. We still apply the linear regression method.

Zonal and

longitudinal wind components are regressed with the PC1 score separately.
With 1 std PC1 score, we can get the predicted values for two components of
the wind anomaly. In Figure 3.9, arrows show the 850hpa wind anomaly
predicted by 1 std PC1 score. From the arrows, we can see a band of wind
anomaly from Arabian Sea to East Asia. The band of wind anomaly is located
around the monsoon trough. The wind anomaly is mainly westerly, and follows
the direction of southwest monsoon (Lau and Yang 1997).

Negative PWV

anomaly is located on the southern bank of th e wind anomaly, and positive
PWV anomaly on the northern bank A strengthened monsoon is thus
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accompanying the dry condition around Sumatra.
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Interestingly, the coupling between the wind anomaly and the PWV anomaly is
77
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closer than what we described, if we look into the whole evolution process. As
shown in Figure 3.9, with 6 days leading, the wind anomaly is very strong near
Arabian Sea. This section of the strong wind anomaly is flanked by negative
PWV anomaly to the south and positive PWV anomaly to the north. With the
evolution of time, the section of the strong wind anomaly propagates eastward,
and PWV anomalies propagate as well. A slight northward shift also takes place.
The eastward propagation and the slight northward offset are consistent with
previous studies of the intraseasonal variability of the summer monsoon, as
reviewed by Wang et al. (2009).

The dipole oscillation of dry and wet anomalies might be a response to the
strengthened monsoon, as pointed out by several studies (Joseph and
Sijikumar 2004; Yoon and Huang 2012). Strengthened monsoon can transport
water vapor from Southeastern Indian Ocean to the Bay of Bengal. To confirm
Joseph and Sijikumar's argument, moisture flux is linearly regressed with PC1
score. As shown in Figure 3.10, strengthened monsoon can increase the
eastward transportation of the water vapor. Furthermore, three days before
the dry peak, a southerly surge of moisture flux appears near the east side of
the Bay of Bengal. It would encourage the transportation of water vapor from
Sumatra to the Bay of Bengal. As a result, a dipole of PWV anomaly (Figure 3.9)
takes place on the two sides of the monsoon.
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Figure 3.10 Lead-lag linear regression and its prediction of moisture flux anomaly by 1 std PC1

score .

The Indian Monsoon Index (Wang et al. 2001) can further confirm the link
between PCl score and the monsoon. The index was devised to measure the
strength of Indian Monsoon. The definition of the index is based on the low
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level wind. It is defined as the difference of 850hpa zonal wind of two regions.
Region 1 covers Arabian Sea, and Region 2 covers northwestern part of Indian
subcontinent (Figure 2 in Wang eta!. 2001). With data from 1948 to 1997, the
Indian Monsoon Index has a correlation coefficient of 0.72 (Wang eta!. 2001)
with the all-Indian summer rainfall (Parthasarathy et a!. 1994). Although
all-Indian summer rainfall is more widely used as an index of the Indian
Monsoon, we think the Indian Monsoon Index is more suitable for our purpose
because it is based on the 850hpa wind that we are interested in.
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Figure 3.1llndian Monsoon Index and PC2 score with 5-day running mean .

Since we link PC1 with the monsoon strength, the PC1 score should match IMI.
In order to get rid of the high frequency noise, 5-day running mean is applied
to the PC1 score and IMI, as shown in Figure 3.11. The curve of PC1 score
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follows the curve of IMI quite well. The Cross-correlation of PC1 and the Indian
Monsoon Index is also calculated. When the IMI leads the PC1 score by five
days, the correlation coefficient reaches the maximum which is as high as
0.724, so the PC1 score closely follows IMI. Above analysis is consistent with
the hypothesized relationship between PC1 of ZWD and the strength of the
monsoon.

In all, PC1 is associated with the strength of monsoon. When the monsoon
strengthens, water vapor flux would transport the water vapor to the north
and cause the dry anomaly from SOOhPa to 800hPa in Sumatra. ZWD of the GPS
network is strongly influenced by such a process.

3.6 Discussion about PC2

PC2 explains 35.12% of the total variance. Following the same philosophy, the
simple linear regression and the lead-lag regression are again used to explore
the physical meaning of PC2.

We can linearly regress PWV against PC2, to find out the horizontal
distribution of wet and dry anomalies. Figure 3.12 shows a patch of dry
anomaly in the southern part of Sumatra, as predicted by 1 std PC2 score. The
dry anomaly is centered near the southern end of Sumatra, and barely
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influences northern Sumatra. The magnitude of the dry anomaly is about 5 mm,
comparable to that of PC1. If we recall the spatial pattern of PC2 (Figure 3.4b),
the eigenfunction agrees well with the regression map of Figure 3.12, as the
loadings are large in southern Sumatra and decrease when coming to the
north.
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Figure 3.12 Linear regression's prediction of PWV by 1 std PC2 score .

In order to show the vertical profile of the humidity, we take a cross-section
along SQS. This latitude cuts through the center of the dry anomaly. The
specific humidity along the cross-section is regressed against the PC2 score.
The linear model shows that the dry anomaly spreads from 800hPa to SOOhPa
(Figure 6.2), with the maximum around 600hPa.
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Figure 3.13 Linear regression's prediction of the specific humidity anomaly by 1 std PC2 score.

The vertical cross section cuts through 5QS latitude.

By knowing the center of dry anomaly, we can trace dry events backward to
see where the air parcel comes from. Back-trajectory analysis can be used to
study the transportation of air parcels. From PC2 score, two strong dry events
happen on 21 June 2008 and 23 July 2008. The end points of the trajectories
are picked around the center of dry anomaly, i.e., 102.5QE, SQS, at the altitude of
4000m, around the level of 600hPa. Nine points are selected, with 2.5Q of
spacing.

As shown in Figure 3.14, air parcels can be traced back to the Southern
Hemisphere around the latitude of 30QS. They start from a relatively high level,
and descent when they come to the tropics. During the whole process, air
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parcels are almost isentropic with 325K potential temperatures, if we ignore
the slight cooling trend. The cooling can be attributed to the radiative cooling
in the upper troposphere (Liou 2002). In all, the movements of the air parcels
are similar to the process of extratropical air intrusions (Parsons et al. 2000;
Roca et al. 2005; Zuidema et al. 2006). Since the upper troposphere of
extratropical regions is much drier than middle troposphere, the intrusion of
the extratropical air can bring dry anomaly to Sumatra.

NOAA HYSPLIT MODEL

NOAA HYSPUT MODEL

Backward trajectories ending at 0000 UTC 21 Jun 08
COC 1 Meteorological Data

Backward trajectories ending at 0000 UTC 23 Jul 08
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Figure 3.14 Back-trajectory of two positive peaks in the PC2 score.

The back-trajectory analysis provides the Lagrangian view following the
movement of the air parcel. We can use the linear regression to reveal the
Eulerian vi ew of the dynamics. We first study the evolution of wind anomaly at
the 325K isentropic level. From the above analysis, we already know that the
intrusion generally follows the potential temperature of 325K. The horizontal
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wind on this isentropic level is regressed with the PC2 score. The arrows in
Figure 3.15 show the wind anomaly predicted by 1 std of PC2 score. To the
south of 15QS, a wave train can be identified. The wind anomaly is arranged
into a row of rotational cells. A clockwise cell follows an anti clockwise cell. The
colored contours indicate the anomaly of potential vorticity (PV). The
anticlockwise centers have positive PV anomaly, and the clockwise centers
have negative PV anomaly. The coupling of the rotational wind with the PV is
the typical characteristic of Ross by wave.

The lead-lag regression indicates that the wave propagates eastward, as shown
in Figure 3.15. The eastward propagation happens when the westerly
background flow surpasses the westward movement of the Rossby wave.
When the number of lagging days reduces, a negative PV cell stretches and
extends into the tropical region. The wind anomaly changes accordingly, with a
southeasterly wind anomaly pointing towards Sumatra, which can encourage
the southerly air mass transportation.
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Figure 3.16 Lead -lag linear regression and its prediction of wind anomaly and PV anomaly at 325K

isentropic level by 1 std PC2 score .

The dry air also intrudes into the tropics. Figure 3.17 shows the specific
humidity predicted by the linear model. Note that we plot the absolute value
instead of the anomaly as in other figures. On the level of 325K, the specific
humidity is low in the subtropical region of the Southern Hemisphere. With
time, a tongue of dry air from the Southern Hemisphere moves northward and
reaches Sumatra Island. The movement mimics that of the PV anomaly. It is not
surprising, considering that specific humidity is conserved in the adiabatic
process. Thus, during the evolution of the subtropical Ross by wave, the wave
can influence the tropical region, bringing air parcels with low PV and low
humidity.
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Figure 3.17 Lead-lag linear regression and its prediction of wind anomaly and the specific humidity

at 325K isentropic level by 1 std PC2 score .

The role of Rossby wave in exchanging the tropical-extratropical air was
studied before. Newell et a!. (1992) found a narrow filament of water vapor
flux from the tropics to the extratropical region. They termed the phenomenon
as the "atmospheric river", and it can influence the weather at mid-latitude.
There are usually 4 to 5 such rivers in a latitude circle, and the rivers couple
with the mid-latitude wave activity. As a counterpart of the "atmospheric river",
the dry-air intrusion can transport the dry air back to the tropics. This
reversed transportation is in a belt wider than the typical atmospheric river
(Figure 10-21 in Koh 2001). Our study of PC2 shows that the dry-air intrusion
is important for the tropical climate and it deserves more attention in the
future study.

3.7 Comparison of Two Mechanisms

In the above discussions, I proposed two mechanisms to explain PC1 and PC2
of the SuGAr network. The first mechanism is the monsoon, and the second one
is the dry air intrusion. The discussions are independent. It is interesting to ask
whether two mechanisms can contribute to each other.
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Figure 3.18 IMI index and PC2 Score

Figure 3.18 put the IMI index and the PC2 score together. PC2 correlates badly
with the IMI index. If we look into the lead-lag correlation of the IMI index and
the PC2 score, two curves' correlation score is always low regardless of the
time offset (Figure 3.19). Given the low correlation score, it is hard to believe
that the monsoon plays a role in the evolution of PC2.

I also apply the trajectory analysis to the peak of PC1, as what I did in PC2.
From PC1 score (Figure 3.5), a strong dry event happens on 29 July 2008. The
end points of the trajectories are picked around the center of dry anomaly, i.e.,
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92.5QE, 1.25QN, at the altitude of 3500m. Nine points are selected, with 2.5Q of
spacing. As shown by the trajectory (Figure 3.19), the air parcel came from the
west, rather than the Southern Hemisphere. The mechanism of dry air
intrusion in PC2 fails to explain what happens in PC1 .
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Figure 3.14 Back-trajectory of one positive peak in the PCl score .

3.8 Conclusion

We studied the southwest monsoon season of 2008 with the ZWD
observations from the SuGAr network. We discovered two leading components
in the intraseasonal variability of ZWD. The two components explain a major
part of the total variance.
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The first component is attributed to monsoon strength. The strengthened
monsoon causes the change of water vapor flux and encourages the northward
transportation of the water vapor. As a result, Sumatra becomes drier and the
Bay of Bengal gets humidified. As a representation of the monsoon strength,
the Indian Monsoon Index can correlate well with PC1 score if lagged by 5 days.
This indicates the close relationship between the monsoon and the Sumatran
humidity. The above conclusion is consistent with the study of BSISO, and
reveals the aspect of the water vapor with the direct observation of GPS
network.

The second component mainly influences the southern part of Sumatra. The
dry air intrudes from the subtropical region in the Southern Hemisphere and
descents from the upper troposphere to the middle troposphere. Subtropical
Rossby wave is linked with dry air intrusion events. Actually the dry air
intrusion is the counterpart of the atmospheric river under the framework of
subtropical eddies, although the dry air intrusion drew less attention before.
Future study should pay more attention to the dry air intrusion since it can
cause a significant intraseasonal oscillation as observed by the SuGAr network.

This paper has proved that a dense GPS network like SuGAr can reveal the
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large-scale dynamics. Since the SuGAr network is expanding and continuously
working, we expect the network to accumulate abundant observational data in
the following years. The data collected will be a wealth for the study of the
regional climate of the maritime continent.
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Chapter 4. Semidiurnal and diurnal
variabilities of Zenith Wet Delay

4.llntroduction
In Chapter 3, we investigated the intraseasonal variability of Zenith Wet Delay
(ZWD) observed by Sumatran GPS Array (SuGAr) network. lntraseasonal
variability of ZWD was attributed to two factors: monsoon strength and dry air
intrusion. Together, two factors could explain 86.28% of the total variance. In
this

paper, we examine the same observational data,

but shift to

high-frequency variabilities: semidiurnal and diurnal variabilities of ZWD. The
semidiurnal variability has a period of 12 hours, and the diurnal variability has
a period of 24 hours. Semidiurnal and diurnal variabilities exist in various
physical fields, such as the surface pressure and the rainfall. Since GPS ZWD is
mainly influenced by the precipitable water vapor (PWV) in the atmosphere
(Bevis et al. 1992), any physical phenomena that can modify the water vapor
could also influence ZWD. We investigate the semidiurnal and diurnal
variabilities ofZWD from the GPS observation in this paper.

It is long known that the semidiurnal variability is strong in the tropics. The
semidiurnal variability can be linked with the atmospheric tide, which is the
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regular change of total air mass driven by solar heating (Chapman and Lindzen
1970). According to the hydrostatic balance, the surface pressure can measure
the change of the air mass. In the tropics, the semidiurnal component of the
atmospheric tide is stronger than the diurnal component (Dai and Wang 1999).
Based on the theory of atmospheric tides, the heating of ozone accounts for
about two thirds of semidiurnal component, and the heating of water vapor
and ground accounts for the rest (Butler and Small 1963).

The atmospheric

tide modifies the total air mass. Water vapor, as a component of the air, could
also be modified, and so is ZWD. In this study, we will reveal the influence of
atmospheric tides on the GPS observation of ZWD.

Diurnal cycles are also strong in the tropics, especially in the maritime
continent where the SuGAr network is located. The maritime continent
includes Indonesia, Philippines and Papua New Guinea, and is featured by
many islands and peninsulas (Ramage, 1968). Due to the land-sea contrast, a
land-sea breeze system can form in coastal regions (Simpson 1994; Houze et al.
1981). This local circulation changes direction during a day. In the afternoon,
the sea breeze is mature and brings rainfall to the land. Later in the early
morning, the land breeze well develops and the rainfall is over the sea. As
revealed by several studies (Yang and Slingo 2001; Teo et.al. 2011), the
convective system can further propagate into the ocean. This phenomenon is
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evident in the observation, but debatable in the theory. Houze et a!. (1981)
linked it with the downdraft outflow, while Mapes et a!. (2003) attributed the
offshore propagation to the gravity wave. Since convections are able to modify
PWV in the air column, the diurnal variation of ZWD could also manifest a
propagation mode, which we will show in this paper.

Semidiurnal and diurnal variabilities also interact with other variabilities such
as interannual and intraseasonal variabilities. It is important to exclude the
influence of interannual and intraseasonal variabilities, so that we can focus on
the semidiurnal and diurnal variabilities. ENSO (Barnett 1991) and IOD (Saji et
a!. 1999) are the most important interannual variabilities in the maritime
continent. Year 2008 is thus picked as the sample study, because this year is
both ENSO neutral and IOD neutral. The intraseasonal variability, which was
studied in our last paper, would be removed by a filtering method. Semidiurnal
and diurnal variabilities can also have seasonal variations. The maritime
continent is the pathway of Australian-Asian monsoons (Chang et a!. 2004;
Chang et a!. 2005). The monsoon can interact with the local circulation, and
creates different forms of diurnal cycle.

We only focus on the southwest

monsoon season (including June, July, August, and September, according to
Chase et al. (2003)), and leave the northeast monsoon season to the future
study. This chapter, together with the last chapter, composes a thorough study
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for the southwest monsoon season of 2008.

Traditionally, the study of semidiurnal and diurnal variabilities is confined by
the observational platform. To resolve both variabilities, the frequency of the
observation should at least be 3-hourly. Only limited number of observational
methods can achieve such a high temporal resolution. For example, the study
of atmospheric tides is traditionally based on the high-frequency observation
of surface pressure. However, surface observations could hardly reflect all the
atmospheric conditions beyond the ground. Radiosonde stations, which can
provide the vertical profile of the atmosphere, are sparse in the maritime
continent (Koh and Teo 2009). What is more, the balloons are usually released
only twice a day, and thus cannot resolve the semidiurnal and diurnal
variability.

The Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) could provide

3-hourly observations of tropical rainfall. TRMM satellite has greatly facilitated
the research (e.g. Nesbitt and Zipser 2002), but other satellites could rarely be
as qualified as TRMM for the purpose of studying semidiurnal and diurnal
variabilities. In summary, new observational tools are needed to compensate
the traditional platforms of the observation. In this paper, we present the GPS
technology as a valid tool to study the semidiurnal and diurnal variabilities in
the maritime continent.
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In recent years, numerical models are increasingly used in the study of
semidiurnal and diurnal variabilities (Clark eta!. 2007; Koo and Hong 2010).
Numerical models can provide high-resolution output of various 3D
atmospheric fields. The performances of numerical models are not satisfactory
regarding semidiurnal and diurnal variabilities (Sato, et a!., 2009), and the
complex atmospheric dynamics in the maritime continent poses a further
challenge (Neale and Slingo 2003). The improvement of the simulation is
hindered partly because of the lack of observational data for verification and
diagnosis. New observational methods are needed to solve the modeling issues.
We compare the GPS observation with the simulation from a regional model, in
order to tell the strength and weakness of the numerical model. In our
simulation, the numerical model could reasonably represent the diurnal cycle,
but has a difficulty in simulating the semidiurnal variability. The reasons are
discussed, and the conclusion may help the future development and setup of
numerical modeling.

4.2 Data
In this study, we use the ZWD observation from the SuGAr network. Further
details about the SuGAr network can be referred to Chapter 3. We focus on
Southwest Monsoon season of 2008 (June, July, August, September), which is
the same as the last paper. Out of 30 working GPS stations in 2008, 17 stations
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are selected in consideration of data quality (Figure 4.1). The ZWD observation
is processed to be hourly, and the details of the processing can be referred to
Feng et al. (2015). With an hourly resolution, semidiurnal and diurnal
variabilities can be fully resolved.

Figure 4.1 Stations used for the study of the semidiurnal and diurnal variabilities

Besides the observation of the SuGAr network, we also include the surface
pressure observation from ground stations. The data are 3-hourly, and come
from

Integrated

Surface

Global

Hourly

Data

(dataset

DS-3505,

h ttps: I I data.noaa.gov I dataset/integrated-surface-global-hourly-data)
provided by the National Climate Data Center (NCDC) . The surface pressure
can be used to study the atmospheric tide. Four stations near Sumatra are
selected (Figure 4.2). According to Table 4.1, although there are gaps in the
data, but the missing part is only a small fraction of the whole 3-hourly time
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series. We fill the data gaps with linear interpolation.

Surface Stations

lQONr------,-----~~----~~v----.

!
I
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Figure 4.2 Surface stations that measure the 3-hourly surface pressure

No. of Measurements

Ratio of Observational
Gap

KIJANG

940

3.69%

BATAM/HANG NADIM

891

8.71%

TABING

946

3.07%

SULTAN SYARIF KASIM 881
II

9.73%

Table 4.1 Observation counts of the 3-hourly surface pressure observation .

Weather Research and Forecasting Model (WRF; Skamarock et a!. 2005) is
used to simulate Southwest monsoon season of 2008. WRF model is a
Numerical Weather Prediction model widely used for regional climate
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simulation. Two domains are nested (Figure 4.3). The outer domain has a
horizontal resolution of 36 km, and the inner domain is 7.2 km. There are 37
vertical levels, with denser levels near the ground and the tropopause (Figure
2.5) . The NCEP Climate Forecast System Reanalysis dataset (Saha et al. 2010)
provides the initial condition and the lateral boundary condition for the outer
domain. The model top is set to be 30hpa. The layers within 5 km from the
model top are damped to avoid the reflection of gravity wave at the model top.
In order to curb the growth of error for a long simulation, nudging is applied to
the levels above 800hPa and excluding the planet boundary layer. We analyze
the hourly output from the inner domain. For the inner domain, cumulus
schemes are not used because they are generally designed for the lower
res olution. WRF model outputs every hour, so it is able to resolve the
semidiurnal and diurnal variabilities. ZWD is not a direct product of the
numerical model, but we can calculate from the model outputs based on Bevis
et al. (1992). Other setups of the simulation can be referred to Table 4.2.

Figure 4.3 Domains of the model. The red co lored patch indicates the inner domain.
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Setup

Option

Reference

Cumulus Scheme

Modified

Fonseca et al. (2015)

(no cumulus scheme in

Betts- Miller- Janjic

the inner domain)
Microphysics Scheme

WRF

double-moment

Lim and Hong (2010)

five-class microphysics
Radiation Scheme

Rapid
Transfer

Radiative
model

Iacono et al. (2008)

for

Global
Planetary

Boundary Yonsei University PBL

Hong et al. (2006)

Layer Scheme
Surface Scheme

Land Surface Scheme

Monin-Obukhov

Monin

surface layer

(1954)

Four-layer Noah land

Chen and Dudhia (2001)

and

Obukhov

surface model
Table 4.2 Model Setup

4.3 Method
Since this paper aims at studying the semidiurnal and diurnal variabilities, we
use a high-pass Lanczos filter (Lanczos, 1956) to preprocess all the data. The
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high-pass Lanczos filter can remove the low frequency variability.

Compared

with other filters, Lanczos filter has the advantage of suppressing the artificial
Gibbs oscillation (Duchon, 1979). The cut-off frequency of the Lanczos filter is
48 hours, and the window size of the Lanczos kernel is 241, equivalent to 10
days. The filtered result is equal to the convolution of the filter's kernel and the
original time series. After the filtering, the multiple-day variability is damped,
and semidiurnal and diurnal variabilities are preserved, as shown in the
response function (Figure 4.4).

High Pass: sigma =1.00
fca=0.021

window size: 241

1.0

0.8
Q)
C/)

0.6

Q)
.....

0.4

c
0
a.
C/)

0.2

0.0
0.000

0.010

0.020

0.030

0.040

0.050

0.060

frequency (/hour)
Figure 4.4 The response function of the Lanczos filter used. I use the filter to retain the
semidiurnal and diurnal variabilities.

We first analyze the semidiurnal and diurnal variabilities in the time series.
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The most important information of certain variability is its amplitude and
phase. The Fourier analysis is used to transform the time series to a set of
trigonometric basis (Wilks, 2011). We can then retrieve the amplitudes and the
phases of the trigonometric components. We use the UTC time of the first peak
in the day to denote the phases of diurnal and semidiurnal variability. Although
local solar time is often used in the study of diurnal and semidiurnal variability,
the choice of UTC time allows us to conveniently compare with other data
sources that are recorded with UTC time, such as the surface pressure.

The SuGAr network contains 17 stations around Sumatra, and thus is able to
capture the spatial variation of ZWD. We use the rotated EOF analysis to
identify the leading components of the multivariate data. Rotated EOF is a
variant EOF analysis (Jackson 1991), which is used to identify the components
based on the spatial coherence. The rotated EOF analysis would further rotate
the leading principal components (PCs). The rotation is based on the varimax
criterion that maximizes the sum of the spatial variances of the eigenfunctions
(Richman 1986). The same method was already used in Chapter 3.

After the rotated EOF analysis, each PC can be studied from two aspects:
spatially through the eigenfunctions, and temporally through the time scores.
Our ultimate goal is to find the physical meaning of the leading PCs.
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Cross-correlation (Chatfield 2013) is used to find the time lag between the
time series. The daily composite works as a filter to preserve the diurnal
variability and its harmonics. We use Pearson's correlation coefficient to
measure the similarity between the eigenfunctions.

4.4 Results and Discussion

4.4.1 Semidiurnal Variability
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Figure 4.5 Power spectrums of station PBLI . Above : the power spectrum before filtering . Below :
the power spectrum after filtering

As an example, Figure 4.5 shows the power spectrum of station PBLI. We can
see that the Lanczos filter damps the low-frequency signal. The power
spectrum shows two peaks, corresponding to semidiurnal and diurnal
frequencies, indicating the importance of the semidiurnal and diurnal
variabilities. In order to reveal the general information of all the stations, we
plot the amplitudes and phases of all stations in a polar coordinate. Figure 4.6
shows the distribution of diurnal components. Each dot is one station, with the
radius as the amplitude and the angle as the phase. Each dashed line links
corresponding dots from the observation and the simulation. The amplitudes
and the phases of the diurnal variability vary among the stations, but the
simulation could generally agree with the observation. Two stations, LAIS and
MNNA, have exceptionally high amplitudes of the diurnal variabilities. These
two stations are located in the Southern coast of Sumatra.
11 3
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Figure 4.6 The distribution of the phases and the amplitudes of the diurnal components. The red
colored dots are the stations in the model, while the blue dots came from the direct observation of
the SuGAr network. A dashed line connects each corresponding pair.

If we turn to the distribution of the semidiurnal variability in Figure 4. 7, the

simulation is very different with the observation. In the simulation, the
amplitudes vary a lot among the stations, and the phases are scattered in all
directions. In contrast, most observational stations own similar amplitudes of
the semidiurnal variability, and the amplitudes are stronger than the
simulation.
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Figure 4.7 Same as Figure 4.6, but for the semidiurnal components .

Except two stations that peak around OUTC, the phases of the other stations
are confined in a narrow range from 3UTC to SUTC. The phases of the
semidiurnal variabilities are consistent with previous studies of PWV
(Pramualsakdikul et a!. 2007). It is worth noting that those two abnormal
stations, i.e. LAIS and MNNA, have a strong diurnal variability. Since diurnal
variation could include a semidiurnal component as a higher harmonics, it is
possible that higher harmonics of diurnal variability is not clearly separated in
the power spectrum, and cause the discrepancy in semidiurnal variability.

The uniform distribution of the semidiurnal variability could be attributed to
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the large-scale effect of a migrating atmospheric tide. The atmospheric tide is a
function of the local solar time, and migrating atmospheric tides are not
related with the longitude (Chapman and Lindzen 1970). Since our stations
only varies 1 hour in solar time, we can expect a uniform impact from the
semidiurnal atmospheric tide. Jin et al. (2008) have demonstrated that the
atmospheric tide can cause a semidiurnal variation in GPS observation,
although their study did not differentiate the neutral component and the wet
component of the atmosphere. The atmospheric tide essentially changes the
air mass in the air column. Water vapor is a component of the air. If there is
more air mass in the air column, we can expect more water vapor in the air
column too. If the above hypothesis is true, the observed ZWD should have a
synchronized semidiurnal variation with the semidiurnal atmospheric tide. In
another word, the phase of the semidiurnal ZWD should be similar to the
phase of the semi diurnal atmospheric tide.

In order to test, we retrieve the phase of the semidiurnal atmospheric tide
from the observation of the surface pressure, and compare it with the phase of
the semidiurnal ZWD. The stations for the surface pressure do not overlap the
GPS stations, but they are within the spatial area of the SuGAr network. As
argued before, th e network spann ed a short di stance in the longitudinal
direction, so the effect of the semidiurnal atmospheric tide should be uniform
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over the network. As a result, the semidiurnal phase of the surface pressure
should be similar to the phase of the GPS ZWD. We apply the Fourier analysis
to the surface pressure. The semidiurnal oscillations reach their peaks around
3:30UTC (Table 4.3). The peaking time agrees with the observation of surface
pressure (Dai and Wang 1999). Furthermore, the semidiurnal atmospheric tide
is in phase with the semidiurnal ZWD variability because they all peak around
3:30UTC.

Stations

Phase
in Amplitude in
observation
observation
(UTC)
(hpa)

Phase
in
simulation
(UTC)

KIJANG

3.23

0.42

0.96

Amplitude
in
simulation
(hpa)
0.15

BATAM/HANG
NADIM

3.20

0.55

1.09

0.15

TABING

3.42

0.59

0.62

0.17

SULTAN
SYARIF KASIM
II

3.26

0.58

0.62

0.25

Table 4.3 Amplitudes and phases of the semidiurnal surface pressure
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Figure 4.8 Amplitude s and phase s of the semidiurnal surface pre ssure (as the data in Table 4.3)

As noted before, the numerical model could not reproduce the semidiurnal
ZWD variability very well. Actually, the numerical model also performs badly
in simulating the semidiurnal atmospheric tide. As shown in Table 4.3, the
simulated amplitudes are weaker than those from the observation, and the
phases are also quite different. I speculate that the reason of the difference
could root from the truncation of the model top. It is known that the ozone
heating is a major driving force for the semidiurnal atmospheric tide (Lindzen,
1967). Th e ozo ne layer mainly exte nds from 30hPa to 0.3 hPa (Pa ul, et al.,
1998), and the ozone heating maximizes near the stratopause (Hargreaves,
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1992). The top of our numerical model is only 30hPa, much below the
stratopa use. Our simulation thus cannot account for a large portion of the
ozone heating. The stratospheric contribu tio n to the atmospheric tid e is not
resolved, and thus the semidiurnal ZWD from the model may contain some
error. I hope to confirm this speculation in the future study, with another
model run that accounts for the ozone layer.

Although the numerical model fails, we can statistically model the influence of
the semidiurnal atmospheric tide on the GPS ZWD . First, we calculate the mean
amplitude of the semidiurnal components. Secondly, the phases of semi diurnal
components are adjusted according to the time difference with 100QE
longitude, and then the mean phase is calculated. During the last two steps, we
exclude the abnormal stations, i.e., MNNA and LAIS. The mean amplitude is
0.00168m, and the mean phase is 4.11UTC. Again, this phase is quite close to
the phase of the semidiurnal atmospheric tide. A semidiurnal oscillation with
the above calculated amplitude and phase would represent the effect of
atmospheric tide on ZWD at 100QE longitude. We then reconstruct the
semidiurnal component for different longitudes by taking into account of the
local solar time. The modeled semidiurnal ZWD can be expressed by the
following function:
ZWDsemidiurnal

= 0.00168mxcos [~x (t + ; 5 -10.78))
119
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Where t is the UTC time, x is the longitude.

4.4.2 Diurnal Variability
The advantage of a dense GPS network is its spatial resolution. By knowing the
spatial variation, we can gain further insight into the physics process. We still
use the rotated EOF analysis method, which is already used in our last section.
We do the rotated EOF analysis to the multivariate data of ZWD from
observation and the simulation. We have already known the discrepancy of the
semidiurnal variability between the observation and the simulation. In order
to prevent the discrepancy interfere the following analysis, I remove the
modeled semidiurnal component (Equation 4.1) from the observed ZWD. At
the same time, we keep the simulated ZWD untouched. For both observation
and simulation, we get two leading PCs, as shown in Table 4.4. The percentages
of variance explained by the leading PCs are around 20%, and are much larger
than the following PCs. According to the similarity between the observation
and the simulation, we pair the PCs into two groups, and name them as XPC
and YPC.

XPC

Observation

Simula tion

18.8%

22.9%
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YPC

18.8%

PC3

(which explains the 11.4%

17.1%
7.4%

largest variance among the
following PCs)
Table 4.4 Percentage of total variance explained by XPC and YPC

We first look into the XPC. The eigenfunction of the observation is much the
same with that of the simulation (Figure 4.9). The Pearson's correlation
coefficient of the loadings is 0.96, indicating the strong similarity between the
observation and the simulation.

Stations on the main island of Sumatra share

the same sign. These stations have high loadings, especially for those located in
the southern part of Sumatra. Offshore stations can be separated into two
groups and oscillated oppositely. Northern stations have a weak and negative
loading. The time scores of XPC are also in phase. If we calculate the
cross-correlation (Figure 4.10), the observation only leads the simulation by 1
hour. Weighing the fact that the data frequency is hourly, the time difference of
1 hour is trivial.
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a

b

Figure 4.9 The eigenfunctions of XPC. The left figure is from the observation, and the right figure
from the simulation .
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Figure 4.10 The cross-correlation of the time scores of XPC.

We then investigate the YPC. For the eigenfunctions (Figure 4.11), the
Pearson's correlation coefficient is 0.85, although not as high as XPC, but still
significant enough. For the observation, most stations have the same sign, and
most offshore stations have high loadings. For the simulation, several stations
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flip the sign, but these stations do not have high loadings anyway. In the
simulation, most offshore stations also own high loadings, and these offshore
stations keep the same sign as those in the observation. The time score of the
observation is again in phase with the simulation's time score. The
cross-correlation again demonstrates 1 hour leading by the observation
(Figure 4.12). In all, the simulation reproduces the two leading PCs very well.

a

b

E

Figure 4.11 Same as Figure 4.9, but for YPC
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Figure 4.12 Same as Figure 4.10, but for the time scores of YPC

The daily composite of the time score can roughly show the variability of the
data. Figure 4.13 shows the daily composite of the time scores from the
observation. The curves corresponding to XPC and YPC have a diurnal
va riation with only one peak in a day, so they are strongly influenced by the
diurnal variability. Th e amplitudes of the daily composite are around 1.
Remember the fact the variance of the whole time score is 1, the amplitude of
the daily composite is on the same order as the time score itself. This reveals
the dominant role played by diurnal variability in XPC and YPC.
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Figure 4.13 Daily composite of the time scores for the observation

The conclusion, that diurnal variabilities are mainly explained by XPC and YPC,
can also apply to daily composites of the simulated time scores (Figure 4.14).
In fact, the daily composite is equivalent to a filter that preserves the diurnal
variability and its harmonics (Bernhardt and Schlapp 1976). If the time score is
not dominated by a diurnal oscillation or a harmonic of 24 hours, the daily
composite will suppress the signal and result in a much weaker variance. This
is what happens in the non-leading PCs, as shown in Figure 4.13 and Figure
4.14. The amplitudes of daily composites are much suppressed for the time
scores of the non-leading PCs, so the diurnal variability does not contribute
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much to the following PCs. In conclusion, XPC and YPC reveal main aspects of
the diurnal cycle, and the simulation agrees the observation quite well.
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Figure 4.14 Same as Figure 4.13, but for the simulation

4.4.3 Propagation of Diurnal ZWD Cycle
Since the numerical model can well capture the diurnal cycle, we can rely on
the numerical model to understand the observation. At this point, we migrate
to a continuous region along the west coast of Sumatra, as the color-shaded
regions in in Figure 4.15. This region contains most stations of the SuGAr
network. The numerical model can simulate ZWD and other atmospheric fields
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for the region. Since the horizontal resolution of the numerical model is 7.2km,
the model output provides a much denser sampling of the region. In this way,
the physical interpretation would no t be subj ect to the speci fic locations of GPS
stations.

b

0.016

0 .016

0.1108

0.008

0.000

0.000

- 0 .008

- 0 .008

-0.016

-0.016

l OO"E

Figure 4.15 The eigenfunctions of the leading PCs

We get the ZWD output from the numerical model, and conduct the rotated
EOF analysis again. There are two leading PCs. The percentages of the total
variances explained by two leading PCs are similar, which are 15.2% and 13.5%
respectively. The spatial patterns of the eigenfunctions (Figure 4.15) generally
orient along the coastline, hinting the impact of the topography. XPC has
positive anomaly on west coast of the main island (Figure 4.15a), and it has
negative anomaly further west. YPC has the positive anomaly along the
adjacent sea (Figure 4.15b). The positive stripe of YPC lies in between the
positive and negative stripes of XPC. From the daily composites of the time
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scores (Figure 4.16), the diurnal variability is prominent in both PCs. XPC time
score peaks around lOUTC, corresponding the local afternoon, and YPC peaks
in the mid-night.
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Figure 4.16 The daily composites of the time scores

According to cross-correlation, the time scores for the leading PCs are in a
quadrature relationship. XPC leads YPC by 6 hours. If we combine the two
leading PCs, they show a propagating signal. At the peaking time of XPC's time
score, the west coast of Sumatra first gains high ZWD in local afternoon as
shown by XPC's eigenfunction. Then 6 hours later, the time score of XPC
becomes close to zero, and YPC's time score reaches its peak. The positive
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anomaly is now over the sea adjacent to the coast, as shown by YPC's
eigenfunction. Another 6 hours later, XPC's time score reaches its valley, and
YPC's time score is around zero.

The negative patch in XPC's eigenfunction,

i.e. the region near the west boundary of the domain, is where the positive
anomaly is. Put different phases together, XPC and YPC show a gradual
propagation of ZWD anomaly. Because ZWD is proportional to PWV, what we
see is also a propagation of positive PWV anomaly. The timing is consistent
with previous GPS studies, which showed the diurnal cycle of PWV peaks in the
afternoon on the land (Wu 2003; Jin and Luo 2009; Sato et a!. 2009).
Interestingly, the leading PCs of ZWD are very similar to the rainfall PCs in Teo
eta!. (2011), so the propagation of diurnal ZWD is probably coupled with the
propagation of the convective system. The diurnal rainfall and ZWD both peak
in the afternoon along the coast of Sumatra, and then propagate offshore.

Several mechanisms can lead to the variation of water vapor, and cause the
change of ZWD, but some of them cannot explain the propagation
characteristics. Evaporation can supply the water vapor (Dai et a!. 1999a;
Santanello and Friedl 2003), but the diurnal variation of evaporation is very
weak over the ocean. Another mechanism, i.e. large-scale vertical motion
mentioned by Dai eta!. (1999b ), should also be excluded because XPC and YPC
show a sharp variation in a small area. With the advection of the low-level
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wind, the diurnal PWV variation can propagate, as shown by Sato and Kimura
(2003). However, the monsoon wind is southwesterly in the northern part of
Sumatra. The southwesterly wind should transport PWV inland, which
contradicts the offshore transportation in our study. As a result, the advection
is not the reason for the propagation.

In the end, low-level moisture convergence (Sato and Kimura 2005) is
probably the mechanism for the diurnal ZWD. We already mentioned, ZWD is
coupled with the convective system. The low-level convergence in the
convective system can enhance the PWV (Sato and Kimura 2005). As we have
mentioned, the land-sea contrast of Sumatra can nurture a land-sea breeze
system and produce the diurnal rainfall (Yang and Slingo 2001). The
convections take place in the coastal region in the afternoon and then
propagate offshore (Mori eta!. 2004). This is different with the traditional view
of land-sea breeze that the convergence zone switches its location between the
coast and the sea. Instead, the convergence zone would form along the coast
first, and then gradually propagate into the sea and further away. The low-level
convergence of the convective system can then produce a propagating signal of
ZWD . This mechanism provides a possible explanation for propagating diurnal
s ignals in th e observation and th e s imulation.
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4.5 Conclusion

We study the observation of ZWD from the SuGAr network. Semidiurnal and
diurnal variability dominates the high-frequency spectrum. Semidiurnal
variability is relatively uniform in space and varies simultaneously with the
atmospheric tide, indicating the influence of the atmospheric tide on the wet
component of the air. The numerical model failed to simulate the semidiurnal
variability. I speculate that the missing ozone layer play a role in the failure of
the simulation, but further work need to be done to confirm this. The
observation and the numerical model agree well on the diurnal variability. A
propagating pattern is revealed, which can be linked to the propagation of
convective diurnal cycle.
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Chapter 5. Conclusions
In this thesis, I focus on the study of GPS observation. As a new technology, the
GPS device can frequently observe ZWD that is proportional to the total water
vapor in the air column. Our observational data come from the SuGAr network
located in Sumatra, and contain valuable information about the tropical
climate. The southwest monsoon season of 2008 is targeted.

The variabilities of two ranges are studies. I separated the variabilities with the
filtering method. The intraseasonal variability is studied in Chapter 3. With the
method of the rotated EOF analysis, I objectively retrieved two components
that can be attributed to different dynamical processes. The first component
explains a major part of the total variance. It has a close relationship with the
strength of the monsoon, and shares common characteristics with BSISO.
Moreover, the temporal evolution of this component can correlate well with
the IMI. It is shown that the southerly anomaly of moisture flux caused by the
strengthened monsoon encourages the transportation of water vapor from
Sumatra to the Bay of Bengal, which conclusion is also reached by previous
studies. My work not only confirms the impact of the monsoon on the water
vapor, but also highlights the quantified importance of the process. The other
component explains a minor but still significant part of the total variance. The
source of the variation is the intrusion of dry air from the Southern
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Hemisphere. The intrusion is closely related with the Rossby wave in the
subtropical region. When it arrives in the tropics, the dry air from the high
level descents to the middle level. The dynamical process was discovered
before in the study of tropical-extratropical air exchange, but the equatorward
transportation received less attention. The equatorward transportation of the
dry air should receive more attention in the future studies because of its role in
the intraseasonal variability, as pointed out by my work.

I also studied the variability with high frequency. The semidiurnal and diurnal
variabilities are prominent in the tropical climate. Limited observational
platforms can resolve the semidiurnal and diurnal variabilities. The GPS device
is an exception because of its capacity to observe the atmosphere. The SuGAr
network has made frequent and continuous observations of ZWD, which can
be used for the study of the high-frequency variabilities of water vapor. In
addition, I ran the WRF model as the supplement. The purpose is to downscale
the low-frequency CFSR data to provide hourly output. Special efforts are
taken to make sure the model can get the simulation result similar to the CFSR
data in a large scale, including the careful choices of the physical schemes and
the innovation of the cumulus scheme. Furthermore, nudging is also used to
control the growth of th e error. Th e s imulation res ult correlates well with the
GPS observation, and the propagating process of the diurnal cycle is also
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captured, which give me the confidence to explain the GPS observation with
the downscaling of the numerical model.

However, the numerical model failed to simulate the semidiurnal variability.
The strong and uniform signal of the semidiurnal variability is related with the
semidiurnal atmospheric tide, and the semidiurnal variability of the observed
ZWD synchronizes with that of the surface pressure. Considering that the
heating of the ozone is the main cause of the semidiurnal mode, the exclusion
of a large part of the ozone layer in the model setup is probably the reason for
the failure. This finding highlights the necessity of the ozone layer for
successful simulation of atmospheric tides. After removing the semidiurnal
oscillations from the GPS observation, the simulation result is then consistent
with the observation. Two components are captured, and they are orthogonal
both in space and time. Based on the continuous domain of the numerical
model, the two components actually indicate a seaward propagation of the
diurnal ZWD cycle. Similar observations of the propagation were made, but
mostly regarding the cloud and rainfall. This is the first direct observation of
the propagation of the water vapor in a convective system of the diurnal cycle.

The SuGAr network has actually accumulated a wealth for the study of tropical
atmosphere. My study is only the starting point of the digging. The GPS
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network can be strengthened if appropriate meteorological devices are
installed at the stations. Anyway, 1 have found useful methods to tackle the
ZWD observation in a dense network, including the lead-lag correlation and
multivariate analysis. The reanalysis data and the numerical model are also
able to compensate the GPS observation. Similar procedures can be applied to
other seasons and years. Moreover, the atmospheric processes highlighted in
the study can be further pursued, since they have shown their importance in
the GPS observation.

How to make use of the GPS observation in the weather forecast is still an open
question, but at least the GPS device can be used for the monitoring purpose. I
have found the typical patterns of various processes, so reversely it is possible
to measure the strength of each atmospheric process solely based on the
SuGAr network. This will not only help the study of regional climate, but can be
far-reaching because phenomena such the monsoon and the dry air intrusion
can influence a large area. Since the GPS technology has special advantages
over other traditional observational methods and the technology is developing
fast, the integration of the GPS observation has great potential in improving the
weather study and the weather for ecast in the tropics.
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Acronym
BMJ: Betts-Mill er-Ja nji c (schem e)
BSISO: Boreal Summer Intras easonal Oscillation
ENSO: El Nino Southern Oscillation
EOF: Empirical Orthogonal Function
GPS: Global Positioning System
IOD: Indian Ocean Dipole
MJO : Meddan-Julian Oscillation
NCDC : National Climate Data Center
NCEP: National Centers for Environmental Prediction
PC: Principal Component
PWV: Precipitable Water Vapor
RRTMG: Rapid Radiative Transfer Model for GCMs
SuGAr: Sumatran GPS Array
TEC: Total Electron Content
TRMM: Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission
WRF: Weather Research and Forecasting (model)
ZHD: Zenith Hydrostatic Delay
ZWD: Zenith Wet Delay
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Appendix.

Orthogonality

of

EOF

Analysis and Rotated EOF Analysis
In this thesis, I rely on the rotated EOF analysis to find out the patterns in the
data. The rotated EOF analysis is a variant of the EOF analysis. Both methods
reexpress the data to be the linear combinations of principal components. For
the EOF analysis, the eigenfunctions of the PCs must be orthogonal, and the
time scores are independent with each other. For the rotated EOF analysis, the
eigenfunctions are not necessarily independent, while the time scores are
independent with each other. In the Appendix, I will go to the mathematical
details of the orthogonality.

We start from the EOF analysis. EOF analysis represents the data matrix as a
linear combination of principal components. A data matrix can be written as:
Z =XA
X is the data matrix, and it has a dimension of NxP. N is the length of the

time series, corresponding to the length of GPS observations. P is the number
of the locations, corresponding to the number of GPS stations. A is a PxP
matrix, including the spatial patterns of the principal components. Z is a
N xP matrix, including the time scores of the principal components.

In my analysis, I add the constraint that the variances of time scores to be 1. As
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a result, A is orthogonal, and Z are orthonormal:

where 5 2 is the diagonalized matrix of X TX. Obviously, without rotation, the
EOF analysis would generate orthogonal time scores and orthogonal spatial
patterns.

The rotation can be represented by matrix T, so TTT = I. After the rotation,
Z*

= ZT,

A* =AT. A* are the rotated spatial patterns, and Z * are the rotated

time scores.

With the above condition, we have:

In another word, after the rotation, the time scores are still orthogonal, and
each time score has a variance of 1. However, the orthogonality is no more
guaranteed.
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